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Human history is a history of slavery, war and 

sacrifices. The affluence of few has caused untold 

miseries for the majority. The labour of the majority 

has been expropriated by a few. Almost in every epoch, 

society is evidently divided into two classes, in which 

a minority had flourished at the cost of majority; for 

the majority a diLnified life re~~ined merely a day 

dream and all talk about human _em~~cipation could not 

touch to this class. IronicaJ.ly, it has been a common 

practice that the galc.:xy of i!l te llectuals ( in all aces) 

confined themselves to eulogize the Kings and heroes. 

The rate of majority remained a black'hole'in history, 

To have a glimps of the underdogs was considered blash-

phemy. The whims & fancies of few, always moulded ru1d 

governed human history. The process of subjugation went 

on uninterrupted and is evident even today, despite all 

talk of democracy, rule of majority, rule by la\'l etc. 

Historically, the inaucuration of agriculture 

inst~tutionalized the dichotomy snd tho existence of two 
I 

classes, whose interest were against each other. In the 

process of fortification, ir. fact, rit;hts of the majority 

1-1ere mortgaged and the minority monopolized all fruits 

of human history. 
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Hither to all the philosopher and thinkers coulrt 

not divulge the real character of social contradiction. 

This h<..s been the cc.:.se of all inclv.ding the 'Utopian 1 

thinkers like Saint-SirJan, and .r'ourier. Karl Narx Has 

the first t9 analyse the social contradiction and could 

come up with a scientific theory of human history, ~·ihich 

emphasised that in each phase of hucan history, there are 

~1d had been two contending classes whose interests are 

L!nd had been at logserheads and the continuous ficht 

bet1-1een these two clasce~ cpn iJe classified as hum[U'l 

history. The abnoxious domirlc.tion of a fei~' had been 

a permanent feature of human existence, no doubt the 

ru.ll.nc classes cha.t1eed i·ri th the corning into existence 

of new social forces. 

Karl :·Iarx, antici:'ated that the capitalist system 

of the ',/est would c;ive way to socialism and this \'iOUld be 

re[!lized by the revolution of the working class. \'!estern 

society did posses all the characters which could have 

e;i Vt~n iv[.~Y for ::. c hanc~e. HoHever, the first socialist state 

caCJe into 'being in the ~oviet Union, under the leadership 

of V.I. Lenin, in 1~'17. 

During the 19th century, Russia passed through 

e;rra t upheavals, the farmers we1·c reel inc under il.)1ominious 

poverty, the newly e~erged workini class too was in no way 
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better o~:f thc..11 t.he farsers. 1he authoritarian rule of 

.Alcx[.nder III and lficolas II rras oppressive on the toiling 

::1asses. The corruption of t':1e rulinb classes and the 

Lrcwinc.; revolutim:.~y m8vement in Russia, \'laS tile last nail 

in the coffin of the mit:;hty empire. The communists, uho 

had been struGblinL since 1885, to reveal the ineptitude 

of the ruling classes and thereby invoke a revolutionary 

movement, were strenLthened because of their correct position 

on the situation. 

After the split Lenin became the leader of the 

Holshevik party since 1903, his emphasis upon the role of the 

party as the -.;:u:.gL.ard of the toilint:,; masses, played a role 

of catalyst and he \13S succe~.Jful in bringing out a He.' 1 

lm~t-and disciplined ;>arty, imbued with .i·iarxism, this 

eventually made the revolution a succes in 1917. 

The 'ctober revolution of 1~11 revolution-ized 

the ..;oviet system, people's enthusiasm ond the e;uiding 

role of communist party laid the foundation of a ne'rl 

society, the fore~~st concern of the coomunist party was to 

re:3 true ture society on soc i8.1 ist ground~>. 

Unfortunately, Lenin could not survive lone to 

practice what he spelled out. Joseph Stalin came into power 
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in 1924, and ruthlessly eliminated his own rivals and the 

forced collectivization brought havoc in the life of Joviet 

people. The policy forculation ~nd its implementation 

becarr~e a preroca t ive of the party a..11d in that 'o;ay that 

of Joseph ~t~lin. 

'.H th the passat_.e of time, the people graduo.lly lost 

initiative and the 02.rty bureaucracy became too pouerful. 

Due to the absence of feed back system, its action could not 

be check~d - as a result, the party started movinc away from 

tile people's cause ar.d indulged in all sorts of a.nti-peopl~S 

activities wd created neiv barriers between its self and 

the people • 

.i1iki ta Khrusc hev tr icd to expose the misdeeds of 

~talin but this process co~ld not succeed as it was supposed 

to. The llrezhnev's era is known as one of inertia and 

staGnation. Production was its lowest ebb and people got 

disenchanted. Tt-.e party was flou:Jshing at a great cost and 

the black market Has once again making inroads into Soviet 
re 

society. This made, the prese~t leadership toLthink their 

priorities. Nikhail Gorbachev is the leader of nr~i'J generation 

who has called for Perestroika and Glasnost, which he thought 

would overcome irre6ul-arities in Joviet society and restore 

people's initiative and confidence. 

The Chinese revolution of 1949 is another step in 

the direction of socialism. In China, the path of revolution 

was full of hurdJ • China has been the victim of imperialist 

rivalry vll1ich cCJ,YI/~ out tho +o.,.. .... ~+"~v ~{; Wt:l}tA M ;/.(( ifllY'l1 
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areu of influence. The Harlords of China were no vmy 

different from the outsiders, who were also benefiting from 

t~1e explol.to.tion of the people. The poor people Here an 

unorc;anised lot, divided among themselves. The 1911, the 

bourgeois democratic revolution led by Sun Yat Sen could not 

Gecerate any hope, r~the~ it added to the agonies of the 

people. The aura of Jun Yat ~en got eclipsed even before 

he died. The very talk of democracy, ~epublicnnism etc. 

remained one that of a by gone decade. As a consequence 

people Here butchered by Harlords again. Soon, 'Iehian Kai

Chek emerged in the scene in the cuise of republicanims, ivho 

helped with united action on the part of feudal lords. 

The iveal:..ness on the part of republic to provide a 

s trorlt_; c_;over:nmen t, in f<.:.c t paved the i'iay for foreign inter

vention. 1'tis tir:1e in a gigantic fashion, the Japanese 

folf!es hu:ni tia ted the unorganised working factions of the 

Chinese army and Japan bec2.me the new rulers of China 

(-l.:anch ur ie.). In this phase of uncertainty, callousness 

and indecisiveness the commu.nist party of China came into 

be in~ to spearhead the cause of the people. The communist 

party's united action uith Tchian Kai Chek against the Japanese 

failed miserably when in 1926 -27 Tchian Kai Chek butchured 

thousands of co~munist cadres. This made the communists 

re-think and revitalize their own strategy. Now they had 
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to wage war at tHO fronts - one against the government 

and another against the Japanese. Hao Tse Tung 1s 1 long 

Larch 1 naved the co;;1munist from ext inc ti~n and gave them a 

ne~1 life. Hencefori·mrd, I·~o.o in fact becarr.e the unopposed 

party Jupermo till his death. Under Mao's leadership, 

in the second \'iOrld war, the fall of Japanese, Roosevel ts 

mild approach towards Hao 's party and the help from the 

Soviet Union L~ the form ~farms and ammunition helped the 

Chinese Communist Party to give a last blow to the decadent 

scial order ushered into a new era in 1949. 

~~o's china tried to follow the foot step of the 

Soviet Union. But this could not proceed for very long. 

~Iikita Khruschev 'a exposure of Joseph Stalin could not be 

dieested by the Chinese leadership. r;either peaceful 

coexistence v:<·.s acc~pted by the Chinese. ;3oviet ~s tilt 
too 

towards non-aligned, Ind ia[l·ms seen in a different 

perspective. To practice its own form of socialism, Hao-

1'se Tung gave a ne't'/ plan in the form of 1 Grea t leap forward 1 

which resulted in the much criticised commune system and 

its failue invited volley of questions and criticisms. 

Detente of the 60s, the acq11isi ti on of nuclear 

pOiver by China and its victory over India, indirectly 

boosted Mao's morale. The theory of continuous revolution 

culminated into ~~o's call for 'cult~ral revolution' to 
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cleanse the party and·government from bourgeois elements. 

:.ao's intentions lvere quite \'Jell oeant, nevertheless, 

t~1is brotlght havoc into Chine~e society. This policy was 

used as petext to remove the adversaries of the CPC 

!"rOL1 the party by the Linp iao, group who even made attempts 
but 

to kill 1·!ao in 1971 LuLo nif.:lue lf died in a plane crash 

in 1972. 

i'ii th the passage of time, I~ao lost control over 

the party the communication of the party lvith the people· 

cot disrupted. A new caucus led by Eadam Chiang Ching 

usurped all the po~..;ers. Hao died in 1976 leaving behind 

a shattered econooy a~d demoralised party. His successors 

thou~ht it other wise, they thought that Mao's experiments 

with co~munism were a big failure, hence they should 

experience a neN form of socialism in Hhich the vagaries 

of market forces have been given full play. In addition 

professionalism no longer remained a dirty word and the 

U:JA became a friendly natLm worthy of trust. It is 

these current changes Hhich both these socialist societies 

of USSR and China have been experimenting with, that our 

present study v1ill make an attempt to analyse. 

In the first chapter, \ve will make an attempt to 

denl with the debates on socialism and the nature of 

transition to socialism. '.ie will also exaraine the nature 

of socialist construction, particularly, during Chernenko 1s 
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inte:tTecnum period, In the C'lSe of China the i·~aoist 

oodel of 20Cialisc, c~eat leL? forward, cultural revolution 

c..:1d other importan ~ econo;nic-poli tic2.l L·suPs ~.Jill be looked 

into. Precisely this chapter HOilld deal Hith the backgrou:1d 

oi the on.soin~ refor:...:s in Soviet Union and China. 

In the second chapter, we would discuss ~orbachev's 

reform initiative. Here we addre~s outselves to what 

zerestroika and Gl~snost is all about, how it is being 

implc~r:.ented? HOvl it is going to effect the Soviet life 

as well as the world coomunity. Broadly economic, political 

reforu:.s and disar:1aoent initiatives. 

i:he third chapter uould dis cuss post I1Iao China's 

economic-political develo~ments, modernization. open door 

policy etc. 'Ehe lastchapter provides the sU . .iLaary of the 

study and concluding re~arks. 

In thi3 dissertation the queJ tion raised arc 

1·1he ther .J oc ial is t sys terns of C ~lin a a.r1d ;J ovie t Cnion needed 

refo.2.::s? .hre these reforr:Js necessary or are they unnecess-

up u pandora's box. 

Are tne socialist systems succambing to ';/estern -

Capitalist measures by turning the1r rerorms to efforts as 

opera~icna11s1ng amow1t of ~~rket uechanism etc?. Would 

these reforms strent;then or Heaken the socialist systems. 

This dissertation would make 2. modest effort to analyse 

a .... 'ld ansr1er these questions. 





Ju,.h. T0!·iY u.r' BUILDIJ.~G d0CIALI~I1 

Socialism is only a possible f'Uture. 1 

Tom Bottomore 

The concepts of docialism and democracy have been 

responsible for shaPing political goals and the destinies 

of nations in the 19th and 20th centuries. Scientific 

i3ocialism as based on the theories of Narx and Engels 

and further developed by Lenin and other 1-larxis ts, formed 

the theoretical foundation for the socialist vision. The 

various radical changes which have taken place in the 

socio-economic and political sphere, have headed towards 

the goal of socialism. The ideology of Socialism has played 

an unprecedented role in shaping today's world. Along 

with ~oviet Union and China, the two giant socialist countries, 

Eastern Europe and a number of Third World countries have 

been undergoing the process of socialist construe tion. 

$orne other countries are progressively adopting I1larxism 

Leninism, or they are on the verge of socialist revolution. 

::ipecially after Second World l'lar the number of Socialist 

' countries has rapidly increased. 

Today at the close of the 20th century, the world is 

1. Tom Bottomore, ~O£i~l£~ i ~O£i~lis!, Harvester Press, 
1 9 84 , p • 1 9 0. 
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divided on the basis of ideology. With all these develop

ments, debate among the adherents of !1arxism and .Socialism 

have also escalated. As a result various schools of Harxist 

thought have come into being, all contributing to the debate 

and enhancing Narxist philosophy in an attempt to analyse 

the comolexities of the world and more importantly to 

change it. Thus the debates have also arisen within the 

established socialist states of Soviet Union and China 

on the question of chanee and reform. 

Historically, socialism arose as a reaction to 

the reality of capitalism, which in itself was born in 

the womb of feudalism; but the founders of socialist theory, 

Harx and Engels envisaged that the transition from capital ism 

to socialism would take place after the victory of proletarian 

revolution, only after the acquisition of political power 

by the working class. The initial and abiding preoccupation 

of Karl I<!arx was the improvement of human condition. He 

used the term alienation to describe the degration and 

dehumanization of mankind, in a capitalist society where 

human beings were reduced to a mere commodity as a result 

of being forced to sell his labour power simply to keep 

alive. I1arx showed in his extensive writings that capital ism 

was destroying itself and that out of its ashes there would 
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emerged a society in which man would realise-the truly 

humaPquality of his being. Historically speaking, the 

proletariat was seen as a 'new man' formed by capitalism 

and possessing the interest, the will and the ability to 

overthrow the system to lead the way in the construction 

of a new socialist society. 2 

At a certain stage of development, the material 

productive forces of society come in conflict with the 

existing relation of production or that is but a legal 

expression for the same thing- with the property relations 

Hi thin which they have been at work hither to. 3 Karl .Ivlarx 

saw the movement towards socialism as a necessary outcome of 

conflict within capitalist society. ~~x placed the 

socialist project within the course of historical development 

by specifying two driving forces within history, first the 

evolution of Socio-economic techniques and structures, leading 
re 

to concentration of ownership and lvealth,areLcurrence of 

social crisis and a sharpening of class conflict, the gathering 

and rising consciousness of the working class, derived from 

or enabled by its crucial position within the capitalist 

economy. 4 

2. Karl Harx, "Critique of the Gotha Programme", Selected 
Works, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1977, p.327 

3. Karl HErx, "Preface to a contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy", ;:>electe,· Works, Progress Publishers, 
Moscow, 1977, p.181. 

4. Irving Howe, "Thinking Abo•· · Socialism, Achievements, 
Failures & Possibi:itiesn b1 ~~~ent, 1985, No.51-54, p.509. 



The deoendence of individual upon society is a 

fact of nature. In order to live production and distribution 

is an essential requirement. This is the crux of our whole 

economic-political structure, production relations of 

any historical age are invariably determined by the mode 

of p.roduc tion of that age. Society is organised around 

this very process of production. Mass relation to the 

means of oroduction determines one •s· class position in 

society. 

Analysing capitalist society, Leo ·Hu~erman and 

Paul s,.,eezy pointed out that in capitalist society man 

does not produce things which he wants to satisfy his 

own needs, he produces things to sell to others, the 

workers do not own the means of production but only 

his capicity to work is hi~ labour power. 5 

In capitalist society, means of production are not 

cooperatively owned. This leads to basic contradictions. 

The fact that while production is social, the result of 

collective efforts and labour go to private owners, the 

product produced is thus appropriated by owners of the 

5. Leo Htberman and Paul H. Sweezy, Introduction to Social
ism, Progressive Book Depot, Nev1 Delhi, f9b9, p.24 
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means of production- the capitalist. The only remedy 

as envisaged by the Harx was the socialization of production 

and abolition of private ownership of the means of production. 6 

~ocialist production relations emerge after a 

proletarian revolution. The working class liquidates 

capitalist production relations and attemps socialist 

construction. With the proletarian revolution socio-

economic system as also a new, political superstructure 

is erected layine; the foundation of a new society and a 

nel-l socialist man. The idea of socialist man is a projection 

of the social man who already exists within us potentially,' 

but is distorted, crashed and stultified by the condition 

in which he lives. It l't'aS envisaged that under socialism 

man will not be the product of antagonistic society. 7 

He (~ocialist man' would be able to realize his full poten

tial under unaliented conditions and could thereby be able 

to make full and better use of nature in interaction 

with society. 

The first socialist state founded in USSR in 1917, 

followed since then by a succession of differing socialist 

6. 

7. 

Ibid., p.5o 

Isaac Deutscher, Marxism, ~o~ars and R~volution, theford 
Press ltd., Great Britain, 1984, p.2 5. 
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states in East Europe, China and other Asian countries 

have established themselves as important models of alternate 

socio-economic systems. However questions such as the 

nature of transition of socialism, model of development 

and methods of socialist construction still lack satisfactory 

ans\-1ers. These issues require urgent discussion and debate 

amongst observers, academics of socialist systems as 

also between those involved in the actual construction of 

socialism. 

Presently Perestroika (restructuring) and Glasnost 

(openness) in Soviet Union have become crucial issues 

and similarly 'modernization' in the People's Republic of 

China. 

Before discussing the nature of socialist development 

of Soviet Union and China, it is imperative to concentrate 

on a few points about socialist transition. 

TRAN3ITION Tu SOCIJ.~LI:3N AND THE FlJTvRE SOCIETY: 

The establishment of socialist state, after the 

overthrow of semi-feudal/capitalist relations, necessitated 

the foundations of a new system of social relation and 

production. This extremely complex and difficult stage of 

transforming outdated and exploitative structure and 
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replacing them with new institutions to establish socialism, 

required time, experience and innovation. This period was 

therey classified as the stage of socialist transformation. 

Between capitalist and communist society lies the period of 

revolutionary transformation of the one into the other, 

this correspondes to a political transition period in which 

the state can be nothing but the revol~tionary dictatorship 

of the Proletariat. 8 

On the process of transition to socialism Paul Sweezy 

made some important remarks: 

i) There is no such thing as a general theory of the 

transition between social system, each transition is 

a unique historical process. 

ii) A comparative study Of trans 1 tion nevertheless, can be 

extremely valuable, in particular the study of past 

transitions can help us to ask fruitful questions about 

present and possible future transition, to recognize 

similarities and differences. 

iii) Transit:ons are never simple and brief processes. 

One aspect of their complexity is what may be called 

multi-directionality. Movement in one direction may 

turn back on itself and resume in a fort-:ard direction 

from a new basis. In some places the reversal may 

be prolonged or conceivably even permanent.9 

8. Karl fvlarx, ''Critique of the Gotha Proe:ramme". Selected 
\vorks, Proeress Publisher8, Jrloscow, 1977 n.327. , -

9. Paul ~'1-leezy, "On the 'lrar +:ion to Socialism", !1£nthly 
Revie~, 1971, p.1r7. 
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One of the most 1mportp~t thinG is that the nature of 

transiticn to socialism is determined by the structure of 

cla8s relations of pre-socialist society (capitalist or feudal). 

It implies that the ro~-1d to socialism cannot be the same. For 

instance if the pre-socialist social formations are feudal 

or semi-feudal, then in the first period of social transition 

to proletariat state attempts at completing some of the tasks 

of the bourgeois - democratic revolution, abolition of land 

lord systeGJ in all fori:~s and in case bourgeois democratic 

revolulion is accomplished before the proletarian revolution, 

then directly socialist measures could be adopted. The Commu-

nist Party plays a significant role, in this regard, Leni.n 

has clearly stated about tactics tr.at it means the Party's 

political conduct or the chnracter, direction and nethods of 

1 ts political activity. i'ac tical resolutions are adopted by 

Party Congress in order to accurately define the political 

conduct of the .Party as a whole with regard to ne~v tasks or 

in view of a new political situation, 10 the aim is to bring 

revolution. 

garx has said revolutions are the locomotives of history. 

In Lenin's own Hords revolutions are festivals of oppressed 

and the exploited. At no other time are the mass of the people 

10. Lenin, Two tactics cf Zocia:-democracy in the Democratic 
H.evolution (Progress Publishers Hosco1v), ::>elected ,,vorks 
197'/' p. 430 --
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in a position to came forward so actively as creators of 

a new social order, as at a ti~e of revolution. 11 

A political revolution after overthrmving the 

bourgeoisie acquires that pOHer to establish die tator:ship 

of the proletariat- the workin0 class cannot seize political 

power and accomplish socialist construction without revolu

tionary Party. The I'arty guides the process of maintaining 

state power and building socialism according to concrete 

social conditions and requirements. In order to manage 

the nc\·: system, the \\'Orking class has to smash the bourgeois 

state apparatus &~d all its institutions of state rule. 

In this regard, Lenin v:rote "The key question of revolution 

is undoubtedly the question of state power. What class 

holds power decides everything", the state was thus described 

as an organ of class rule as long as society was divided 

into two antagonistic classes. 12 Lenin views the dictatorship 

of the proletariat as the continuation of the class struggle 

of the proletariat in ne\.; forms and the state being only 

a weapon of the proletariat for the purpose of class strU&jle. 

Th~ dictatorship of proletariat has to perform two historical 

tasks, first to defeat the exploiters and to uphold the pOloJer 

of exploited, second establishing new socio-economic relations 

(Socialist relations). 

11. Ibid., p.504. 

12. Lenin, "One of the fu!ldamental questions of the Revolution 
~elected Works, Progress Publishers, Noscow, 1977,p.219. 
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One of the characteristics of socialism as opposed 

to capitalism is not thP existence of market relationship and 

of the dictatorshio ~f proletariat. Only through this 

domination in the sphere of economic, political, ideological 

relations that Market relations can be progressively 

eliminated. 13 

In the Communist manifesto Narx and Engles have under-

scored that abolition of property in general is not only a 

distinguishing features of co~munism, but the abolition of 

bourgeois property viz private property. 14 Socialism 

in post revolutionary society cannot be defined only in terms 

of private property abolition, there are several other issues 

which determine and shape the political character of a regime 

such as the nature of the class interest served by this party/ 

ruling class in power also who is served by the state power, 

the concrete relation between the organs of state pO\.;er 

and the labouring masses. 15 

However, analyaists of socialist societies feel that 

eleme,nts of exploitation may exist even under circimstances 

of socialist relations in instances where the party exercises 

centralized control of the government, without sufficient 

13. Paul Sweezy & Charles Bettaheim, Op. Cit., p.19. 

14. Narx and Engles, Communist Nanifesto, Jelected Works, 
Prot:ressive Publishers, Hoscow, 1977, .P-"47. 

15. Paul 13weezy & Charles Bet' ;lheim, Q.E• 9iE.•, p. 57. 
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interaction with the mass of people; in such cases the 

bureaucracy subsumes the power of the people, without 

relating to the actual demands of the people. This belief 

has led to conceptualising the Soviet State at certain period 

of time at a 'd8generate' workers state or •state capitalism'~ 

controlled by a communist bureaucracy. Ch2rles Bettelheim 

classified this as 'state bourgeois' in such a situation. 

According to him the communist party bureaucracy rules not 

through private ownership of the means of production as in 

capitalist society, but through occupying decision9making 

positions in the party, the state and the economy. 16 

Such a state functions and is identified as an autho-

ritarian state. Therefore the need is to maximize democrati-

zation, there should be a real form of economic political 

democracy in practice as it is in the theory, so that people 

can influence affairs in their capacity as producers. 

Similarly the means of production should be in the hands of 

the workers, and practically so even at management levels. 

~uch state would be rulea by the working class, and would 

be classified as a genuine socialist state. Paul Sweezy 

has pointed out features of socialist :production str.uctures 

and socialist society. 

1) State ownership of means of production and compre

hensive planning is not sufficient. 

16. Paul Si-leezy & Charles Bettelheim, Op.C~!·, p.57. 
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11) '.vork should not be treated as mere means of 

acquiring income and c~ns~mer goods but as life's 

most creative activity • 

iii) Just as the workers should participate in management 

the manager should participate in work. 

iv) The producer must ha.re complete freedom of discussion 

and criticism. 

v) Agriculture and industry must be combined and also 

there must be a radical decentralization of indus

trial production based on modern technology. 17 

Indeed in a socialist society, if the above criteria 

are not strictly applied, There is the distinct possibility 

that the workers might get depoliticized and they would no 

more remain committed to their historic task. This would be 

a set back to the cause of socialism and the implication would 

be quite aston~hing ~~d contradictory to the socialist goal 

and system. Therefore, the need is workers participation 

in the various functions through the process of democratic 

centralism and decision making. Similarly, the political 

life· of workers should be more active as this alone lvould 
es 

lead to a healthy interaction between the massLof the people 

and state institutions and thereby avoid the pitfalls of 

bureaucratism. 

17. ~-· p.133 



Post revolutionary Soviet Union was the first socialist 

state in the world and for a long time it was the only 

socilaist state. Sever before had a workin~ class become 

the rulin£ class. In the 19th century, ~urxism and socialism 

were es ~:en tially identified as an European phenomena, after 

the October H.evolt;.tion I·iarxist ideology and practice however 

rapidly developed into a universally popular ideolocical 

and political movement all over the world. 

Post revolutionary Soviet Union after Lenins estab

lishment of the socialist state passed th~eough certain 

important historical phases (1) 1924 to 1929 (2) 1930 to 

1953 and (3) 1953 to present day. Broadly speaking ~tali

nization and de-$talinization. However, currently the 

Brezhnev period is also being classified as 'Semi ~talinist•. 

1'he period of civil l-Tar began after 1917. For some 

years civil war dominated life in Soviet Union. The new 

economic policy (NEP) ''~'as formulated to overcome the crisis. 

NEP was termed as the temporary stabilization of capitalism. 

The swine to the left came in 1928-29, when forced~ss 

collectivization and rapid industrialization started and 

this task was to be completed in 1935. In the 20s, Stalin 

eliminated and ousted one by one many of his comrades. 

It WC::tS a period of struggle for po,ver in· which ultimately 

Jtalin succeeded. During this period Stalin propounded 

the theory '~ocialism in one country'. Needless to say, 
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Stalin formulated the so called theory of 'SOcialism 

in one country'against Trotsky's theory and proposal of 

permanent revolution. Stalin and 1rotsky's disagreements 

were real to certain extent but they also involved a personal 

strugt.,le for pouer, though some critics consider that, the 

tr~o ideu.s for power, never amounted to two independent 

coherent theories. 18 Yet a review of historical evidence 

shows that necessity of establishing socialism in one 

country before spreading a revolution. However, Stalins 

method of closing the debate with Trotsky needs condemnation. 

In the 20s, the debate on industrialization was un-

doubtedly of a great significance, concerning industrial 

and agricultural policy of Bolsheviks. But certainly, 

it was a doctrinal di$pute between ~talin and Trotsky, 

regarding the path of devel~pment. Trotsky's political 

\-lritings are full of attacks on bureaucratic rule l-tithin 

party, for him ::3oviet Union had bec..Jme degenerate HOrkers 

state. Leninist policy, he said was befitting the theory 

of permanent revolution was borne out by events and the 

socialism in one country was pernicious error. 19 l~arx had 

postulated that in socialist society, with the abolition 

of classes and in the absence of class antagonism state 

apparatus of coercion i.e. army, police and prision, etc., 

l·lOUld bee ome superflO\·lS and grad l,j.ally cease to exist. 

To make the neeessary conditions for building socialism in 

1 8. 

1 9. 

Leszek Kolakowski, Nain ,·'urren ts of l·larxism: Clarendon Press 
Oxford, 1978, p.6. 

!E..!i·• p.1'\o, 
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one country (As Stalin had assumed), the consolidation of 

state power by every means was the main thrust of the 

Communist Party. 

The 1935 durin6 the Seventh Party Congress Stalin 

declared that private ownership of the means of production 

has been abolished the capitalist class and the Kulaks 

had ceased to exist ru1d transformation of ownership had 

taken place. All exploitinb classes had been eliminated. 

Thus there remained no class struggle in 3oviet society. 

Bettelheim, refuting the official position of the Soviet 

Union, argues that changes in legal forms of ownership 

do not suffice to cause the condition for the existence 

of classes for class struggle to disappear. 20 Marx and 

Engels emphasised the role of proletarian dictatorship, 

not only changing the forms of ownership but also the 

transition of the social process. and production relation. 

For the abolition of classes, dictatorship of the proletariat 

was a necessary condition. Lenin has also said that classes 

still remain and will remain in the era of the dictatorship 

of proletariat. It is a continuation of the clas~~ struggle 

in new forms. Questioning stalins claim Bettelheim remarks 

that if exploiting classes have ceased to exist merely 

because there is a dictatorship of proletariat - over what 

class \'/Ould the proletariat be exercising 1 ts die tatorsh ip 

20. Charles Bettelheim, 9l:ass Struggle in the U0SR, Nonthly 
Review Press, He1-1 Yor> ·London, 1976, o.21:--



in that case. 21 

During the period 1930 to 1953~ it is evident that 

Jtalin in the Joviet Unj_on held a unilaterally powerful 

position, without almost unlimited control over decision 

making. 1'he entire period is known for S tal ins personal 
ism 

tyranny and authoritaria~in the country. In fact Isaac 

Destcher believes that it is futile to portray 3talins 

Russia as the realm of democracy. 

After Stalins demise in 1953, followed the brief 

period of struggle between tho_·e who wanted to pursue the 

pre 1953 line and those who wanted to reverse it. In this 

struggle members of Stalins Central Committee were present. 

Hikoyan, Bulganin and Khruschev being the Central characters, 

~talins infamous chief of the KGB Beria was skillfully 

outmanoeuvred by Khruschev, "'ho slowly but surely gained 

greater control of the Central Committee. Once Khruschev 

gained control over the Central Co!llii!ittee at the 20th Party 

Congress 1956 he denounced ~talins'personality cult '• 

During Khruschev earlier phase in power certain domestic 

and foreign policies practiced in the Soviet Union shacking 

Stalins time were chanced, this marked a crucial turning 

point in ~oviet history. 22 

21. Ibid., p22 

22. R.\'1. Pelty~ridge, ! !,!i~t_£r.z:: £f_Pos_! ~var Russia, George 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 19b6, pp7121=122. 
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Assessing Jtalins role the Party leadership attributed 

~ta1ins errors due to neglect of the ·collective 

leadership. The concetration of unlimited power in the 

hands of ~talin was considered the main source of error 

and distortion. 23 ~orne orthodox analysts of Soviet Society 

however relate historical circumstances, the industrial 

and cultural back~c~~.dness befo e and after 1917. The 

failure of the hoped revolution in European countries, 

external trusts to the ~oviet Union and political exhausiti:m 

after the civil etc. In fact all these factors contributed 

to the necessity of Jtalins rule. Here howeve=, one can 

also take a more medietive position. We would be inclined 

to fact thc.t the historical circumstances were such which 

necessitated quick decision making for the survival of the 

social state. Aslo the necessity of building socialism 

under adverse c ircilrns t.~·-nces in the face of intervention, 

isolation, poverty and fascist threat etc led to an unnatural 
. 

increase of power in the hands of Stalin. Yet he was also 

responsbile for buildint: a state struct:..u-e which did not 

all·O\v for debate and discussinG either beti·leen the cadre 

of the Communist P2.rty or be tween the people and party. 

Such a situation nat~rally led to the so called distortions 

of socialist legality and socialist democracy. 

23. Leszek Kolokowaski, Op. Cit., pp.1-2. 
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Khr~schev's rise to power by 1964 end the reformo he 

1nit~ated were ~uite dramatic. After the 20th Congress 

drastic changes toJk place in the domestic front as well 

as in the sphere of foreicn relation of the U.-3SR, sloHly 

the Jtalinist inheritance was rejected, thus the destalini-

:ation process be~an in doviet union, ~tict had wider 

implications even beyond the h.loviet Uni8n and E::;.st EQrope. 

In f:1c t in process extended into the politics of Coomunist 

Parties all over the world. 

hhruschev introduced rE'forGls in various spheres of 

c>oviet life, economic, political, social, education and in 

the legal field. T~e aim was to reject the darkest aspects 

of the ~talinist past. By laying stress on socialist 

leGality, throughout the years 1953-61 numerous bodies were 

appointed to investigate the case of persons unjustly 

pQDished during ~talin 's life time, and many of his victims 

were freed from prison or -else posthamously rehabilitated. 24 

HJl<lever, it is interesting to note that Khruschev ,.,r, o 

had reached political hei~hts after decrying Stalins policies, 

he himself could 110t fulfil the aspiration of masses of 

separating a party and government leaders. Some of Khruschev's 

economic reforms were controversial. His very competence 

24. H.W. Perthybrid6e, Op. Ci~., p.221. 
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was oeinG questioned. u.'li ted moni tary reform carried 

out in 1961 was also unpopular, disa')pointed with the slow 

gror:th in labour productivity. Khruschev tried to get 

production norms and pay ;:,ca.les revised in many branches 

of industry, which caused serious workers discontent and 

much labour tension. 25 

.Kbruschev economic liberalization policies which 

introduced the concept of decentralization and decision 

making at the industrial plnnt level. The introduction 

of fJ~.1;erial incenti~le to collective farmers etc., raised 

controversies within tLe Party. 11oreover, the increasing 

rift of the CP~U under Khruschev with the Chinese CoGllllunist 

Party (CPC) under Hao hightened tension in the international 

communist movement as a Hhole. Thus a variety of factors 

leu to the removal Jf lillruschev, who ret ired into obs-curity. 

After Khruschev's removal Leonid Brezhnev, became 

the leader of the Party and government. He strengthened 

the conservative eleoents in power str~cture, thereby once 

ac;ain the party bureaucracy got stabilized. He bad carefully 

avoided the experimentation of structural reformG, in the 

economy despite pressure to ado9t new approaches. 26 1965 

onwards, a kind of atmosphere, 1-1i th regard to introducing 

25. Hoy hedvedve & Zhores Medvedve (eds.), Kbruschev, 
Columbia University Press, Jew York, 1976, p.14~ 

26. Hilliam G. Hyland, 'Brezhnev & Beyond', ~eign Affairs, 
Vol. 58, 1979-80, p.510. 
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certain economic reform~ was articulated, the economic 

reformers argued for greater rationality and profitability. 27 

For some time durin6 ~eptember 1965 Kosygin initiated 

certain economic reforms, but this was an abortive attempt 

as the proposed refor::1s were HOt endorsed by the c onserva ti ve 

facti~n of communist party. This led to long years of 

'stability• which encourc..'\t;ed stagnatton in the socio-

economic and political life of the Soviet Union. 

Post Brezhnev, Soviet Union entered a radically 

neH phase. Yllri Andropov, former KGB Chief, became the 

GP3U General ~ecretnry after Brezhnev•s death. He survived 

only 15 man ths. .i.~evertheless during this short period 

there was a new movement in the Soviet Union. Yuri Andropov 

started his tenure with the announcement of new reforms and 

at the June 1983 Central Plenum he criticized his preceders 

for irrationally managing the Soviet economy. The measures 

he undertook consisted on t~1e one hand of a campaign to 

combat corruption, cliquery and general inefficiency. 

On, the other hand, it was linked with a call for more 

discipline ,order, and hard work. The attempt wa~ initiated 

to introduce limited reforms in industry and agriculture. 

27. Boris Meissner, ~oviet Policy from Andropov to Chernoko, 
Asissen Politik,,Vol.35, 1984, p.251. 
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Since Andropov inherited a tro~bled ecJnomy from 

brezhnev, it '"as loLical for him to make s orne prc~ouncements 

for the resolution of economic problems, and to ac2elerate 

the rate of economic development. The initial thrust 

rms for a better national planning process. Each area 

in Soviet Union was experiencing crisis of shortages. 

Better management of distribution was_ expected to meet 

the requirement, as it was felt that the country had 

plenty of natural resources to satisfy economic needs. 

Andropov was well aware of the gap between productive 

forces and production condition in the Soviet Union. He 

i'lrote an article in 1983 in 1 Kommunist 1 on the eve of Karl 

r~1urx 1s death centenary, in his article he a~sumed that 

non-anatagonistic contradiction in socialism could attain 

eat intensity. 28 

Yuri Andropov during his brief tenure, several 

indicated his concern about evils like excess use 

of liquor, adherence to w1 old style of working, inertia 

etc. In this interrgnum Andropov 1 s initiative is like a 

H;le stone in this decade, Hhich is known for the phenomenon 

of change i.e. - economic and politiC8.1 restructuring. 

Konstantin Chernenko, the protege of Brezhnev succeeded 

28. dee ":::>oviet Union W1der Ar.dropov", Orb is, 27( 1) dpring, 
1983, pp.5-34 



Andropov for a short period. Chernenko always emphasised, 

that he was speaking on behalf of the 'Collective leadership' 

he was aHare of the possibility of the explosive nature of 

the nationalities issue- within ~oviet politics. Once in a 

Central Co1:oi ttee, he hiehligh ted the need of perfecting 

relation between nationalities. 29 

Andropov and Chernenko's tenure ·was a transition phase 

prior to the Gorbachev era. Durinc the Post-Jtalin era all 

~eneral secretaries have mentioned the necessity of reforms. 

unce again we find that what critical, leftist analys~ 

of .Joviet Gnion haveargued, are proving important and correct 

remarks, and are in fact 

relevant to the understanding of socialist development, 

especially d~ring ~talins period if viewed with proper 

perspective - the foundation of socialist construction. 

1'ony Cliff, for instal!Ce
1 
classified the 3oviet Union as being 

no more a workers state, he argued that immediately after the 

revolution it was decided that the management of every in.dus

tiral plan would be in the hands of trade unions. The 8th 

Party Congress (I1arch 18 to 23rd, 1919) declared that the 

trade unions must in the fullest possible measures encourage 

the workers to participate directly in the work of economic 

administration. But in ~eptember 1929, the Party Central 

Committee resolv~d that vJOrkers committee may not intervene 

29. Hatsteod(John)~ Chernenko 
~e, i<ay-Jt , 1984, pp 

·~Office, International Perspec
.22 



directly in the runnint;; of the plant. Thus industrial 

plant management was replaced by management. The manager 

was placed in full and sole charge of the plant. His 

orders were unconditionally bindin~ on his subordinates 

staff and on all workers. 30 Wages were also decided by 

the head of the industry. Cliff gives instances to show 

the steady bureaucratization of Soviet economy. In the 

late t,'ienties another decision Has taken. It was this 

reculation which prohibited strike and strikers were 

rendered liable to :he death sentence.31 Another fact 

in this regard is that 1938, 42.3% of all students in 

higher education were children of intelligentsia. 

After the uctober Revolution, within the Span of 

a few years a backward economy was transformed into a major 

industrial power, despite all military and foreign 

constraints. But in the meantime Soviet Union had deviated 

in the sense that functioninG of a socialist society was 

not based on the appropriate institution for the active 

participation of the working class tn economic and political 

life. Consequently, the workers tended to get depoliticized 

over time, work tended t~ be loaded upon them as something 

imposed from outside and hence to be shirked. 32 

30. Tony Cliff, Russia: A !·:arxist Analysis, 3ocialist Review 
.?ublishing Co. Ltd., p.p. 17,21 (n.d.} 

31. Ibid., p.61. 

32. Prabhat Patnaik, Bose Memorial Lecture in St. dtephan 
College, Delhi {~January, 1988. 
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Analysing failures, the fault might be found in 

specific methQd of planning a..'1d implementation or the very 

economic mechanism of ~cviet Uni~n. But the post revolu-

tionary Joviet Union has been experiencing perpetual crisis

the crisis of shortage, stagnation, productive efficiency, 

structu.r:al imbalances etc. .Khruschev, Brezhnev, Kosygin, 

Andropov a11d Chernenko 's reform proposals give the indi-

cation of some inherent problems of ~oviet economy i.e. 

the command economy. Exactly this is the backeround of 

Gorbachev's revoluti.on in the Soviet Union. 

In 1949 the triumph of 'New Democratic Revolution• 

in China marked a new phase and revolutionary break in 

history. It initialled a transition from struggle against 

Jemi-fcud~alism to socialist cons true tion. Before 1949 

China vws not only the most populous and backward country 

but among the poorest, yet it was led by a communist 

party professing a Harxist outlo:Jk and committed to 

e'stablishing a socialist society ;¥i th some 22~~ of the 

world's population living 5% of its erable land.33 

33. Carl Riskin, China's Political Econom~, Oxford Universit~ 
Press, 1987, pp.1.2. 
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Immediately after the revolution, Chinese leaders 

did not have a blue print of socialist development. Almost 

three decades back the firot socialist country in the 

world i.e. soviet Union had established its existence, the 

Chinese comr:1unist Party was very impresse-d by the October 

revolution as well as the Soviet road to socialism. They 

were also impressed by soviet Union's material achievements. 

Therefore it seeme~ quite nat~ral for the Chinese to adopt 

the ~oviet model of economic development. 

Post liberation Chinese history is full of conv~lsions 

and problematic times. Great many ambitious projects were 

launched during this period. But one by one they failed. 

This resulted in great disaster and irrepairable loss. 

The great leap forward (rural communes) and proletarian 

cultural revolution are eye openlng experiments still 

imprinted in tbe minds of Chinese people. 

With the help of th~ Boviet Union, the aims of the 

First .F'ive Year Plan Here laid down to establish the 

foundation of a comprehensive industrial structure as 

quickly as possible. Priority of investment funds (over 

50%) was ~iven to capital goods industries which were 

planned to grow faster than consumer goods industries •••• 

The Economic strategy followed was that pioneered by the 
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Soviet Union. The slogan was 'learn from the Soviet Union•~ 4 

Another slo6an was 'Today's 8oviet Union is our future' etc. 

Thus .::lo'viet \vas viewed as a model. 

In the be ginn int;, planning t-ras highly centralized. 

1'his highly centralised nature of planning caused certain 

amount of waste and dislocation. As a result, by the end 

of 1956, Chinese leadership had realized that the Soviet 

model was not eompletely applicable to their country. They 

realized the funda~ental problems of China was quite different 

from that of Soviet U:lion. Hence the control of industry 

was considerably decentralized at the end of 1957. Consumer 

GOOjs industries came under the control of provincial 

authorities. The Central authorities continued to control 

directly the capital goods industries and exercised broad 

supArvision over the rest of the economy, fixing the rate 

of investment, allocating raw materials and determining 

wages and exployment levels. 

Soviet Union had agreed to entirely provide in the 

course of three Five Year Plans (1953-1967) about 300 modern 

industrial plants of all kinds, and train the Chinese to run 

them at the estimated total cost of about S3billion in the 

form of loans by the end of 1957-68 of these projects had 

34. E.L. Wheelwright & Bruce Nc Farlan, The Chinese Road to 
Jocialismt Monthly Review, New York & London 1971, p.35 



been completed and by 1960, when .:3oviet technicians 1-1ere 

witr.drawn, 154 had been finished. 35 

China's economic backwardness wus a striking feature 

prior to Chinese revolutior.. At that time more than 70% 

of the people v1ere ene:aged in agriculture, trying to make 

a livin~ of too little l~nd using primitive technology. 

'rhe l:)w productivity ivan directly related to technological 

backwardnr:ss. In 1954 People's commu"ne. s were established 

in rural China. It was a corner stone in Communist China's 

rur:::..l ort,;anisatioE. Tb.e.}' Here a part of great le:::..p forNard 

movement by which it 1-ms intended to lift China's agricultural 

backwardness into modernization and industrialization, ttrough 

the leap and rural people's coomunes, Chinese Cowmunist 

bi~lieved that they i·:ere going to achieve a breakthrough in 

economic development and catch up with advance countries 
~6 

or the world in fe1-1 yC'ars ti:::te.) 

A movement Has unleashed in agriculture, all over 

the country, resultinc in the establishment of the rural 

people's communes, each commune was divided up into production 

brit:nde, thua nearly 750,000 ae:r icul tural c oooera ti ves ·Nere 

reLruuped into about 26,000 communes, each havinG on an average 

3, OCO pe2.Sl1C. t house hJlds. The c om::1..:.nes were larger economic 

3 5. Ibid. , p. 35 

36. Gargi Du.tt, Rural Co::1mu.nes of China, Asian Publishing house 
i; e w De 1 hi , 1 9 67 , p. VI I. 



units, the~e becallie the basic administrRtive unit of the 

co ... ntry :1n<: combined agriculture with industry ar.d education 

Hi t,h mili tar.r training. .!-'eking claimed to have discovered 

i t.s ovm ro:J.d to cor~munism. 37 

In 1957 Hao said that -;:;he growth of agriculture was 

of crucial importance and that it ;.;ould in fact spe?d up 

the c.;rowth of industry too. Conc~~ntration on aericul ture 

by ~~Y meana would not hamper industrial advancement, 
~8 

would act as catalyst to ind~strial production.' 

The philo~ophy behind establishoent of People's 

commun~-and ereat leap forward was to overcooe, the back-

lmrdness of the country, For that they put enornous thrust 

on mechanization of agrjculture in order to accelerate 

U67icultural develonment. The aim of the commune system 

\'las the intensification of agricultural socialism to increase 

the marketable agricultural surplus and widen local agri

cultural and other investment opportunities. 39 Great I 

leap forHard rms thus the creation of co::~~unes and establishmen~ 

oi an industrial policy, due to this tloJO fold nature the 

Chinese called it 'walking on two legs'. The incentive 

system of great leap forward was dominated by the idea of 

37. Ibid. , p. 1 

38. l·motse-1'ung, "On the correct handling of contradiction, 11 

Fore~&n Language Press, Peking, 1977, p.100 

39. E.L. \lheelwrieht & Bruce NcFarlan, Op. Ci!·, p.43 



politics in command, v1aich meant politics should coc:unand 

economies, economic politics must not only axpan4 production 

but also contribute to the realizut~on of more fully 

socialist relations of orod uc t ion. .Ace ord ing to Hao, 

this meant weakening the bureaucracy, the appro&ch of 

the leap movec~ent to technolog,y and manageoent Has consistent 

with the concept of politics in command. as it was in the 

case of forming people's commune. 40 

\'lhile I•iao had anticipated that communes lVOUld 

eliminate the distinction between city and village, workers 

and peasant, mental and oanual labour, and release great 

productive energies, vli thin a short span of time, the overall 

picture that emerged after initiation of leap movement, 

had shattered Mao's Utopia. 

It was not all of a sudden that peasants felt alienated 

from the state; contradictions v1ere already growing betl-teen 

peasantry and the state, these contradictions becaGle more 

acute r1hen peasants refused to sell all the grain to the 

state. The Chinese regime faced numerous problems in 

tackling the intricate situation. The Communist leadership 

was helpless due to the lack of understanding with the 

peasants \·JhO were re luc tan t to sell their products to the 

40. Carl Riskin, Op. Cit., p.121. 



state because of the low prices. '..;hat state wanted them 

to grow, the peasants ~·:ere reluctant to grow and 1vhat the 

peasants wanted to crow the state did not provide plans for •41 

Similarly the peasants refused to grow agricultural products 

according to state plan, leading to a complete lack of 

coordin~tion between peasantry and state. Consequently, China 

rli tnessed the a tr::1os p!:ere of confusion and great unrest, 

all aruunc, resistar1ce took a violent turn and disturbance 

and discontent ~vas reported fro:: ar:my part of the country. 

Incident of food poisaning and other forms of st..botage 

were admitted by the Peki~£· authorities. 

There were many factors that had contributed to the 

transformation of grandise claims into sheer disillusionment. 

The co::1mun is t leadership immediately realized the hallowness 

of ushering in communism without taking into account the 

genera.l level of Hass consciousness and feelings. In December 

1958, the central committee of Chinese Communist Party revie\ved 

the situation of communes and passed a reaolution on the time 

span when the transition from collective ownership ·· by the 

whole people could be affected. It was felt ~ha~ this would 

be determined by objective factors and not by mere plans or 

wishful thinking, thus this transition would have to be 

realised by stages. 42 

41. Gargi.JDutt, Up. Cit., p.12. 

42. Ibid., pp.57,58. 
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The excess of collectivization and communization 

had created an unexpectedly explosive situation in the 
ness 

country side of China. LverzealousL also led to chaos 

ru1d distorting. For the peasants, even the good intends 

of the leadership 1-.'ere also understood as meleVolent 

intent. The major obstucle in this re6ard was the hearty 

dislike of the peasant for the communal-living and eating 

arruncements. The CCP under estimated the va1ue of 

oaterial incentive ar.d 1-:ith the renewal of the private 

plots and down grading of faoily life,the peasant moral 

fell, they worked lethareically, slaughtered farm animals 

and productivity declined. 43 

Evidently it Has too hasty decision on the part 

of C.C.P. l1Ioreover th"" agricultural collapse naturally 

had serious effect on industry VThich was also shOl·line 

sign of stagnation. In the mean time Jin-Joviet dispute 

reached at its highis. 3oviet technicians, advisers were 

1vi thdratm. China ,w.s caUght in the grip of an acute food 

and econom'..c crisis and a sharp reversal of previous 

policies had to be ordererl. Ea terial incentive had to be "" 

given to the peasantry on a meaningful scale in order to 

43. Derek J. Waller, The Government & Politics of People's 
Reoublic of China 3rd edition, Vikas in Association 
with Hutchineon , 1984, p.151 
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er!C ollrage an increaue in agr ic ul tural production. 3harp 

reversal had to be ordered in the organisation of produc-

tion and the utilization of labour i~ 1962 the tenth C.C. 

Plenum declared agriculture as the foundation of national 

economy. 44 

The conflict between the Jovi~t Uni0n and China has 

bpen marked by mutual provocations, border clashes, sabotage 

and anti-imperialist solidarity and an abondenment of any 

pretence of the principled dabate of political differencee~5 

The first visible cracks betw~en the Joviet and Chinese 

Communist Parties already appea~ed in 1956-57. Initially 

they concerned only ideological issue but gradually they 

become wider and deeper and involved economic and political 

matters and domestic and foreign policy. The Chinese 

leuders were particularly displeased with the nuclear-test-

ba ab-re~ments. Economic relationship betwe·'n the.countries 

Here almost completely distrupted. The Joviet Embassy in 

Peking was besieged by red guards, during the cultural 

revolution. 46 In the 8th Congress of CPC, the 3oviet 

model of development H<?.S decided to drop and evolve a new 

model. Mao neither accepted de~talinization process which 

44. Ibid., p.153 

45. Jee Editorial, New Left Heview, ~ovember-December, 1983. 

46. R2y Nedvedov, "The US3R &: China: Confrontation or dentente 11 

.l>ew Left Reviewt 1:ovemb r/DecerJber, 1983, p.6 
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going in ~oviet Union under Khruschev's revisionist leader-

ship, nor did he accep1 theory of peaceful co-existence 

:-:ore over, the tHo coun tri""s had differences on question of 

Third 'dor ld. 

After this disaster \·lt l.ch res J.l ted fro21 th:: ere at 

leap forward; policy was supposed to transform China 

into an advance country, China virtually plunged into an 

economic quagmire and there were some deep sbocks to be 

economy. Thus r~ao's economic strategy was considered a 

failure. 

The economic set back in China led to a net·/ strategy 

of economic development and new series of economic policies 

with greater scope given for market forces and free price 

movements, the shift to profitability as a motive force in 

agriculture and historical prodllction and the increase 

authority of managers, planners and technical personal. 

Jne of the first moves in this process 'f:as the gradu.al 

introduction of a free market in rural areas. This included 
I 

(i) restoration of scall plots to the farmers. (ii) the 

u~e of the household as the main accenting unit in communes. 

(iii) the assumption by enterprise in COLmunes of sole 

responsibility for profit and out put quotas. 47 With these 

47. E.L. 'i/heelwright c:: Bruce :i·lc Farlan, Op. Cit., pp.66,67 
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ne·t~ developments, a debate also began about the role of 

profits in the Chinese econo:1y. These rightist economic 

policies were treme~dously z~pported by academics and 

intellectuals. 

Mao's call to combat 'revisionism' and promote class 
the 

strug0 le was endorsed inL tenth plen~m of the Eight Central 

c·ommittee, which saH rightist trend in cultural and economic 

fields. To counterpose the revolutionary traditiJn of 

the masses he emphasised the need to train reliable saccessors 

of the revolution who would not follow the ~oviet road, 

the need for every ane to be a soldier and the need to 

ioplement, whenever possible the line of 'free the masses 

to the masses' was organised the Chinese communist party 

under Mao. By 1965 tension was overflowing the China 

between official ideology of Chinese revolution i.e. 

l·~aoism and state organisa. ions and enterprises and large 

secto~s of cultural and ideological life. This was beginning 

oi' shurp strugcle that led to the new concept of the great 

proletarian cultural revolution. 48 
t 

..:lince Hao beli:ved that the contradiction in Socialist 

economy were still bett·leen relation of production and the 

48. Ibid., p.93. 
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productive forces and between the super structure and the 

economic base. 49 He therefore, considered that human values, 

People's thoughts and motivation were the crucial factor 

in the functioning of society, that even a politic~l 

revoluti~n in which state had been captured and an 

economic revolution, in which all major productive assets 

were collectively owned, were not enough to ensure the 

success of the revolution unless there was also a revolution 

in People's mind. 50 These ideas werE', precisely the origin 

of the concept of great proletarian cultural revolution. 

~hich were a culmination of Mao's concept of continuous 

revolution. This was thus an attempt to driven out the 

bourgeois and feudal ideas from the minds of people and 

inculcate new ideas suitable for the Chinese revolution as 

envisaged by Mao. 

An unexpected frenzy came over China in the summer 

1966, Jeries of articles appeared in the leading newspapers, 

me:.gazine, attacking unti-party, anti-socialist elements. 

The first place that became turbulent were universities. 

T~e 'Red Guard' a ne'v youth organisation emerged to 

spear head the cultural revolution. Red Guards were offered 

49. Nao Tse Tung, Five Essays on Philosoohy, Foreign Language 
Press, Peking, 1977, p.92 

50. E.L. Wheelwright,~ Cit., pp.99,100. 
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free rail transport anyv;here in China, free food and free 

accommodation in Niddle Schools, Universities. Hao's little 

'Red book' becaine a symbol of this phase, and was kept 

by the supporters of these ideas as a Bible to be constantly 

quoted from, during the cultural revolution 'Pekine Review' 

reiterated in every issue that Hao's Red Book, noi·.' available 

in the leflet form, Hand Book of !>laJ 's· quotations etc. 

The youth and Hed Guards were taught that whenever 

they come across a new problem consult Mao's Red book, Nao 

',.;as potrayed greater than :·Iarx and Lenin. 51 Thera -v:ere 

r:1ore than clear indi.c<~tions of a cult of personality being 

\·JOVen around Nao, which were lt:>ad ing to severe problems in 

China. 

On 18th August a massive rall) of students was held 

in Pekin8. ~tudents from all over the country attended the 

re.lly. Hao, Linpiao and Cho\.1 -Enlai were also present 

there. The latter two leaders addressed the rally. Some 

of the city and province Party Committees were paraded. 

Local party leader around the city in tracks, the incidents 

52 of firing acail1s t party official, was also reported. 

5 ~ Franz .:;)chluromann & Gvvilleshelleded, Comr:Junist Chi~, 
ienguin Books, 1971, p.517. 
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Pekinc_; liniversi ty r:~s covernd i·Ji th Posters :nany academics 

and intellectuals \·;ere hu_:r:ilic..ted and tortured by the Red 

Guard on the pretext their rightist leaning. A numcer of 

writer, historian and artist were given 'Red Guard' 

treatment only because of this alleged dissatisfaction 

,.1i th liao's policies·. In may cases t.here were also collisions 

with the phrty machinery generally in all the big cities 

::md towns of China. An even more grave situation occured 

·..:hen hostility grew between workers and poasants on the 

one hand and student and Red Guard on the o~her - and at 

many pL.ces workers had be a ten up the students. 53 

It is quite difficult task to make objective 

assessment of cultural revolution, as many thines are 

either unkno•o~n or complex. Gargi Dutt has rightly remarked 

"'dhat happened in China, is the interplay of complex factors, 

emotions, personality clashes eve~ policies, ambitions 

and rati~nal calculation and irati~nal impulses are 

intertwined in the drama. 54 

After undergoing storJJy years of the culturc..l revo

lution, Chinese Communist Party leadership divided in 

certain domestic and :foreie;n policy issue. It is a truism 

53. Gargi Dutt, vp. Cit., p.6o 

54. Ibid., p.1 
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that t·10 line strucc;led continuously in China since 1958. 

~·.ao and Ghou-Enlai for~ulated new foreing policy with 

recard to 3oviet and American struggle for world hegeoony. 

The iPsue was how Ctina should exploit the contradictions 

bet• . .;een thel!l. Dt...rinc; same in summer, .Baader clashes 

. h ' . t . t• d 55 w1t ~ov1e un1on con 1nue • 

In 1970s there was debate on· educational reforms 

in China. In January 1975, Deng Xiaoping earlier one 

of the top leaders was demoted to the 8th position in the 

CPC hierarc~~y nut a6ain dramatically he acquired 

prominence after ;~ao •s death, especially in 11th CPC 

ConGress. Deng Xiaopjng and Zheng Chunquio both received 

~eaior post in People's lioeration Army. 

Following Nao's death, Hua Guefeng became the 

Chairmc.n of the P<:...rty and head of its military commission 

in addition to his post as a Prernier. 56 Immediately, a 

uassive campaign was, launched which was to accuse the 

'Gang of a \vhole host of crimes'. Jome untoward incidents 

a~so took place, such as the unauthorised arresting of 

senior cadre. For some time 'Gang of fou.r and Deng .Xiaoping 

attacked and coun attacked each other. At the 3rd Plenum 

55. Jill Bruc.cer, Oo. Cit., p.135. 

56. Pekin~ Review, 29 ~ctober, 1976, pp.7,11,21. 
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of the tenth Central Commi~tee in July Deng was reinstated 

as 'vice-Chairman of the Party. 

1'he Bleventh Party Congress was held in August 

1977. In this Cone;r~ss Hua er.Iphasised the need of 

develocin~ productive forces known as '}'our r~lodernization •• 

A nation wide se~ious debate was initiated in the question 

of China's course of development. 

From 1979 onward developments which have t~~en place 

in China have puzzled the world. A number of doubts s'.tir 

the minds whether China is leading towards capitalist 

restoration and departurirrg from the socialist path or 

are they on the road of socialist development. These 

perplexing issues require further exploration of recent 

development inside China, specially in the light of moder

nization programu.e and political reforms. 

To sum up, in S~viet Union, particularly in the 

Brezhnev era, corruption had set in public life and 

overwhelming pO\oler at the hands of party stifling of any 

initiative from below, stagnation at every walk of life 

~~~ been quite pervasive. Now the rising questions of 

na ti onali ties are trying to reassert themselves. This is 

also a reaction aG~inst the attitude of the moscovites 

and the sectorial development which caused wide difference 
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betvleen cities, towns and and the countryside and the 

un~·lanted increase of middle class \\·hich has been vieHed 

by consumerist culture and unaware of the plight of the 

life at the lowest r2.nk of society. Gorbachev's initiatives 

are precisely the realization of such drawbacks which have 

been prevailing in Joviet Union. 

dince liberation, China has made rapid economic 

dev.=.lopment and greht achievements in many areas. Yet 

it is under developed, a b~ckward country in comparision 

Hi th 'n'estern countries. Rven today, education health 

:::~nd tansport facilities are inadequate and scientific 

and technological, agricultural and industrial development 

is still far from satisfactory. Hence, China's moderni

zation drive has been an attempt to overcome poverty 

and backwardness. Exactly this feeling has necessitated 

reforms in China - popularly known as the four QOdernization. 

Joviet Union and China being avowdely socialist 

state - cannot opt for a society that exists in the west. 

R~ther these two countries would have to bring out 

the best under the paradigm of Harxism-Leninism. 

If ~oviet Union and China have to exist, they uould 

have to respond to all these problems, the pressing needs 

sug~est that this is the high time to start responding. 
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THE POLl 'IIC~ UF GulillACliEV 1 S RE:r'u.iiH: 

"Those who hope that we shall more away from the 

socialist path will be greatly disappointed. Every part 

of our program of Perestroika and program as a whole, for 

that matter - is fully based on the principle of more 

socialism and more democracy". 1 

Mikhail Gorbachev. 

In the Soviet political system, great power is 

vested in the office of General ~ecretary and hence with 

the chanee of the Kremlin guard important political changes 

generally also take place in the Soviet system. The Uev1 

General Secretary, Mikhail Gorbachev represents the present 

wave of economic - political reforms. His courageous 

efforts and unusual style of working has drawn the attention 

of the whole world. Today no one seems to be indifferent 

towards the new developments in the Soviet Union. For the 

ab8ut last three years we have been constantly hearing 

and reading abo~t Gorbachev's reforms. Moreover his 

aGce.l1deLlcy is being marked as a turning point in the history 
I 

of uJdR. Gorbuchev's perso~ality is characterized in 

terms of - a man of formidable energy, comparative youth, 

consummate political skills and strong committment to reform. 

1. Mikhail Gorbachev, Perestroika: New Thinkin~ for our 
£O~n_!r.l_ ~nQ_ ,!h~ ~O£.l£.:- Collini··s -London,-1987,-p73~ 



Gorbachev has upset the popular \vestern myth about 

the Communist Party i.e. the Communist Party is monolithically 

united and does not contain people having_different ideas 

and view points. Therefore, any change in its character 

and outlook is not po.~sible. As a matter of fact, Gorbachev 

io a glaring example of reversing the \o/estern falsity a..'rld 

the entire world recocnises him as a 'Han of New Thinking'. 

i·/hen Gorbachev became the Party General .3ecretary 

on :·larch 11 , 1985, at the age of fifty four, 3ov iet Union 

acquired as its foremost leader - a reform minded man of 

the youncer political generation that come of age after 

Stalin died. Soon he w~s speaking of the need of New 

Thinkinc fer acceleration of socio-economic development 

and for deep seated changes. 2 

Not for the first time reforms are being initiated 

in the :.:;oviet Uni·:m. ~Hkita Khruschev had stressed the 

necessity of reform, but he lacked a concrete programme and 

adequate model for initiating and implementing reforms. 

Ultimately he was ousted from his post. After Khruschev, 

Brezhev - Rosyein also tried to bring out some economic 

reforms, but they were not very successful precisely because 
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they had initiated reforms half-heartedly. Horeover, 

they could not visualize the actual problems they were 

likely to confront. There was a similarity among all 

these reform minded leaders, tha~ they were unable to 

make out the necessity of fundamental- structural change 

in order to ooerationalized reforms, they proposed as 

a result their exercise prQved a futile. But today 

the.::e is remarkaole difference while Khruschev had to face 

a turbulence and world wicie opposition. On contrary, 

Gorbachev's reform programme has been gaining world wide 

applause and a 5Teen singal from large section of Soviet 

masses. 

In 1961, 22nd Party Conbress Khruschev had declared 

that the present generation of Soviet people will live 

under communism and by 1980 the main building of communist 

society will be accomplished. Later Brezhnev's ~oncept 

of 'developed socialism' became quite popular, this l·m.s 

his ideological forrnula:ion introduced in 1971 to describe 

the U~~H which supposedly was on the road to complete 

communism. Interestingly enough, Gorbachev has ostensibly 

buried the utopian concepts of his t\'10 predecesso.:;s. His 

reform programme implies this reality - which has 

refuted the utopia of his predeeesso~s. 

During 27th ConoTess Febr~,;.ary-harch 1986, the 
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doviet media had been seeking to portray the policy decisions 

as a major 'turning point' in Soviet history. juch an 

impression was undoubtedly derived by Gorbachev and his 

colleagues and it was probably true that a sienificant 

proportion of the ;:ioviets - were ready for major changes. 

Gorbachev on January 27-28, 1987 plenum of the Central 

Committee of the Ci?SU ann ounce da land mark programme of 

3 

political reform. This programoe is a sequel to the extensive 

reforms Gorbachev has proposed since becoming General 

Jecretary. Nov.' the wind of chance is slowing in doviet 

~nion • 0bservers and statemen are watching new development 

with intense curiosity. 

Post - revolutionary Soviet Union under went several 

phases of development. Today after seventy years of October 

revol~tion, the ..joviet Union is o:1ce again at a jlUlcture~ 

People have different speculation8 and expectations as regard 

Perestroika and Glasnost - the ideas mooted by the new 

General ~ectetary, Mikhail Gorbacnev. Undoubtedly, the 

pre.·ent phase is very crucial from the stand point of 

shaping the destiny of socialism since it involves many 

other questions such as, whether it is the repudiation of 

3. R • .E'. 1-Uller, J.H. Niller &: J.H. Ryby (eds.), Gorbachev at 
~h~ I.ielaJ.:.. A. tier!., ~r£_ .!_n_3£Vie~ !:.O!.i!i£.s? . Croom1I'eim";"-
.uond on, 1 9 87 , p. 1 
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;.:nrxism-Len in ism and opens the road to capital ism in to 

sociclist society as Western media have been tryin~ to 

p. eject it or do these reforms reaffirm the need to stick 

to the principles enunciated by lenin. 

'r'ihat is &Oi!:C on in ;:;,oviet Union? i·ihat makes 

Go~bacr.ev initiate reforos? Is he an individual phenomena, 

or does he represent a 11:ind '? ·,.;hether he i'lill cucceed 

or fail? ~hat is the potential threat to Mikhail Gorbachev? 

These questions could be understood precisely in the context 

of Gorbachev•s understandinG of Soviet Political - economy 

and its inherent probJe~s and the medthod he has opted 

in order to overcome the crises which envisages-new 

developments in .:>ov iet society, to p~ t it in Gorbachev 's 

own words '~hat is Perestroika or restructuring? ~hy do 

He need i-~? ·,:hat al.'e i·.s SJ.bstance and objectives? 

i'ha t does it reject and i·.'ha t doe3 does it creaie? HOl-T 

is it proceedin~ and what might be its consequences for 

Joviet union and the ·:urld CO"'.T:.lni ty '· 4 

Tioe W1d again Gorbachev has been identifying certain 

pitfalls and darks ides prevailing in the doviet political 

economic system. He perceives that the economy had growing 

4. ~ikhail Gorbachev, Op. Cit., p.9 
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proolems and external situation in some respects is 

eettinc worse. Gorbachev eenuinly reacted to these 

pro.Jlems in a positiV3 r.:anner, emphasising the need for 

reforms. ~hus on June 19, 1986 in a clQsed meetings 

with a eroup of ~oviet wri:ers, Gorbachev said that the 

society is ripe for chance. If we step away, society 

\·iill not agree to a return. ~he process must be made 

irreversiole. If nQt us, theu who? If not now then 

\·•hen? 5 

Gorbachev recognises thc:.t Soviet society has 

L'eacbed a level of .:..2. turi ty that requiren ;;,. new approach 

to its ~overnance. His leudership has launched an 

et'fort to cut d01vn th~ Sl!laller state bureaucre.cy and 

reinvigoratinG the society. Gorbachev has become the 

ci:al'ilpion and the 'nRw thinking in international relations' 

that address glooal problems of a super class nature 

and r~cognize that security in the nuclear age 'can only 

bemutual'. 6 

Before being elected for the post of General 

Jecretary Gorbachev's political life could be traced from 

his activities in homsol!lol organization. He was born in 

5. iiobert C. 1'ucker, Oo. Cit., p. 140. 

6. H.obert C. Tucker, "Gorbachev & the fight for soviet 
Reform", ~0£.1£. ~o!_i£_y_j:?_UE_nal, 1987, ;:)pring, p.179-204 
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a peusan t family of J tavropol in 1931 • He attended 20-ch 

Pc.rty Concress 1950 o.s a younr; Konsomol delegate. In 1968 

he beca~e second ~ecretary of its party committee, respon-

sible for agriculture. Two years later he l-laS its first 

Jecretary and as the top-r~~kin~ leader of an important 

provi~ce, in line for meLbership in the all- union party 

central comoittee to which he '•laS elected at the Twenty-

fourth Coneress in 1971. h!_s transfer to .l\1osc0l;r to take 

the post of Central Committee 0ecreta~3 responsible for 

ae.,rricul ture came in 1:778. In the following year he became 

a cundidate me~ber of Brezhnev's politburo and in 1980, 

at fourtynine, a full member and by for the youngest one. 

Gromyko while nominatine Gorbachev for the post of General 

.... ecretar.rship in Narch 1985, said in his appreciation 

"This man is able to approach problems anaytically. That 

is the honest truth, he can take a question apart into 

elements before drawint; a conclusion. not only is good 

at analysing problems, he also draws generalization and 

conclusion". 7 

Durinb tte twenty-seventh CPSU Congress, held in 

I·Ioscow in February 1986, Gorbachev gave a keynote address 

by defining the state of soviet Union as unsatisfactory. 
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He snid that particulnr improvements would not do, radical 

reform was needed. Analysing the main tendencies and 

c o:1tr2..d ic t ions of the con temporary wo:rld Gorbachev noted 

that the modern world is complicated, diverse and dynamic ••• 

It is a world of the m~st intricate alternations, anxieties 

and hopes never before has man exacted oo much tribute 

from nature, nor has ha ever been so valnerable to the 

forces he himself has created.. • • The main trend of 

struegle in contemporary conditions consists in creating 

h'Or:tily1 Truly human oa"terial and spiritual condition 

of life for all aationu ensuring that out plant should be 

ho.bitable and cultiv~tting a curing attitude to~·mrds its 

greatest tre~~s l... 1es, wi til all his potentials, and that is 

exactly where we invite the capitalist system to complete 

:.;i th us in a setting of lanting peace. 8 Cursorily reading 

General Jecretary's political report reve~ls the deep 

noted concern of Soviet leaders abo~t the future of 

whole humanity. In addition, Gorbachev put enormous 

stress on a new strategy of accelerating socio-economic 

development of the country ~~d highlighted the requirement 

of revamping enterprises and all round-det·ocratization 

of society. 

8. Eikhail Gorbac hev, "27th CP3U C on6--res s, Political He port". 
li_e.t?_r!_n._!s_f£0!,!! !h~ ~oy_i~t_P.£e,2_~, 20-February, 6 Harch, 
1986. 
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\·lest ern analyst remarked about Gorbachev that 

he seemed to embody the energy, hopes and aspirations 

of the new generation of soviet officials. He had also 

been associated with Andropov•s brief time attempt 

to bring new blood into the central and regional party 

apparatus. 9 

Since Gorbachev became General ~ecretary, he 

made some remarkable changes in the top echelon of 

Soviet leadership, first of all, Nikolai Tikhonov, the 

ae;ing cha.ir.ndn of the council of ministers was replaced 

by Hikolai Ryzhkov, the most well known among the Kremlin's 

economic technocrats, an engineer with long experience, 

the second change was made by removing Hikolai Bailokov, 

chairman of Gosplan, who had held this post since 1965, 

HQS replaced by Nikolai Talyzin, a specialist in tela-

communication and military technol8gy who had served 

as a deputy chairman of US~R Council of Minister as 

the Chairman of the Supreme Soviets Commission on 

C OI•1EC ON affairs. 1 0 

Despite all good gestures and enthusiastic 

response from t.he General populace, Gorbachev also faces 

9. Zelley Donald R, ".:3oviet Politics from Brezhnev to 
Q:.OE.b~c£,ey_, Hew York-; London-1987,-p7(5"97---

10. Ibid., pp.179,180. 
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several political dilemnas, these are indication that some 

conservative elements continue to oppose the new leadership • 

.tW t then Gorbachev also seerr.s to have clear picture in 

his mind as what sort of problems •,.;ill be ahead and he 

is not reared of undertakinG any giant experiment. Says 

he "not every body will agree with me. As a matter of 

fact, neither will i agree with everything others say 

on various issues. ~his makes dialogue all the more 

important this is what Gorbachev wants today - an open 

debate on vital international relations, Particularly 

Soviet and American relations to attain utle:tst the 

minimum of mutual understanding needed to resolve i;,sues 

crucial to the world's future. 11 

In the ~oviet Union,which has generally been identi

fied as a closed society, Glasnost has become extremely 

popular. In fact, this is the first and foremost contri

bution made by Hikhail Gorbachev, to a great extent which 

has been translated into reality. Reflections of Glasnost 

are becoming visible in every sphere of ~oviet life. Now 

11. Eikhail Gorbuchev, Oo. Cit., pp 11,12. 



the practice of Glasnost h2s put an end to the all pervasive 

oonotony of soviet media. Gorbachev feels that the policy 

of openness is the only ~·zay to feel the puls.e of masses, 

to get reactions, frank opinions and undercurrents in the 

soviety society. And it will enable him to develop proper 

out look for gJing ahead. Therefore, he reiterated that 
we want core openness auout p~blic affairs in every sphere 

of life. People should !moH 1.vhat is good and what is bad, 

too, in order to multiple the good and combat the bad, 

that is n~w tlinGs should be under socialism. 12 

Glasnost is neceEsary because in Soviet society 

the Jtalinist legacy still prevails - which is unnececsary 

and inhuman, e.g. the personality cult and the 9sychological 

climate of secrecy, mistrust and espionage. In a way Stalin's 

exce~ses in fosterinc the personality cult and the mutual 

suspicion and mistrust among people gave ample material to 

socialism enemies to eeneL·a te a climate of anti-communist 

public opinion. 13 Now new soviet leadership doe not hesitate 

to admit that there has been some alienation of the workers 

due to undemocratic centralism and the climate of mistrust 

created by too much regulatine and control of tne personal 

1 2. Ibid. , p. 7 5 

13 • .Paulos Mar Gregarious, ''Hestructuring & Openness in USSR", 
~·1aj.nstr_g(J.m, Nover:wer 21, 1987, p.11. 
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life and thought of individual persons. A culture of 

repression will th't'rurt economic productivity on the one 

hand ~nd can introduce an element of fascism inside 

socialism. 14 

HoTnever, these are many sov-iet ·elites, who recall 

the erst1.;hile ;:)talinist system as a period of glory and 

cre~t success. for victory over i:agi Germany and large 

scale industrializ~ttL.)n of Joviet Union. Neo ;:)talinist 

adui t errors but argue that there wer.e an ·inevi k:.ble by 

products of revolutionary construction. As far mass 

ter,·or and economic aberrations they caution against 

over statements. Today there is no denying that the 

development of Gl2.snost and the expansion of democracy 

a:t.·e leading to definite results. 15 Glasnost has fundamen-

ta~ly chanced the intellectual milieu, it occurred as 

a revolution of expression, the resultant, free discussion, 

mu~ual trust and cultural creativity is seen flourishing. 

:IEDIA: 

Glasnost has lifted the curtaiu of secrecy over 

many facts. For the first time since the revolution of 

14. ~., p.11 

15. Vladimir Tismaneanu, 11 ·:iends & foes of Glasnost", 
Orbis, · 11 1987, pp 3 -78 
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uctober 1917, and on the eve of its seventienth anniversary

censorship has be~n virtually abolished in the doviet 

Union. Editors of various publications, who are assumed 

to know just ho"' f&r they can go, have sole responsibility 

for whs. t they published, the ;:;ov iet press and mass media 

are suddenly enjoying immerDe public· popularity. 1 6 

Obviously there are so many innovations in the 

field of mass media. Lne of the most striking feature 

is that the discidents are allowed to register their 

journals and seek state help to run them. deveral other 

evidences of Glasnost are clearly manifest in official 

soviet mass media. Day to day critical articles are being 

published. Given the boundaries of permitted criticisms 

have been extended and there are articles now being published 

in the Soviet Press which only a few years ago would have 

landed their authors in serious trouble or which could 

easily dubbed as anti-.::)oviet slander. Today the changed 

atmosphere could be seen in the field of art, literature 

and journalism. Joviet Journalist are also now campaigning 

for 'greater freedom of action", in their investigative 

forays against official incompetence, corruption and mis

deals. A concerted atter.:1pt to promote greater reliance 

16. Relnh J.iiliband, Leo Panitch, John 3aville (eds.) Socialist 
Register 1988, The Merlin Press, London 1988, p.12 



on the mass media, as a agent of public adovacy was 

evident in the assurances of a prominent journalist, 

that concerned citizens should not hesitate to contact 

tLe press when •state metho_.:; and co!'lcepts go ae;ainst 

the voice of society. 17 

Politically sensitive films which were gathering 

dust in the shelves are nO\oJ being shown all over the 

country. 18 Of late, an anti-Soviet propaganda film 

'Amerika' made by American Government, was screened 

through-out Joviet Unton. 19 Another significant development 

is that press conferences are being held in Soviet Union, 

in thP recent part one could not dream about it. 

Now people are free to speak out, so much so 

that a ~oviet author and son-in-law of Nikita Khruschev, 

.i.~ikolay ::3hemelyov haB stated the Soviet economy is not 

only 'unplanced' but also unplannable and on this ground 

demands its dismantling. 

With in the last tHO years, about 150 dissidents 

17. Ibid., p.106 

1 8. Jayashekar, "Dogmas crumble as Glasnost unfolds" ~~ 
~~press, uctober 10, 1987. 

19. dee 'Glasnost Full ~tream Ahead in 2nd year" in New Age, 
r.;arc h 8, 1 9 87, p. 1 3. 
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have been released and more are expected to be pardened 

soon. A new approach to the problem of dissenters and 

hu:nan riehts, which began some time back ,.,.ith the 

perL'1iS3ivn to Sakharov to come back to Noscow and resume 

norCJ.al work, is developing. The law relating to mitigation 

is being reviewed and it is expected that it will be 

changed in the direction of moderation. And Qpart 

from this other logic~l development in the new atmosphere 

of openness and free expression of criticism could be 

apparantly seen. Leading newspaper and T.V. are presenting 

uncensored and full text of articles and interviews of 

.Americ::tns and ';/estern anti-3oviet leading politicians and 

journalist. F: rom a pragcmtic point of view Glasnost 

is a bold attempt by Gorbachev to radically alter the 

superstruct~re in Soviet Union. 20 

The debate on Perestroika is vigoro~sly going 

on' a~ .. ong Party cadre and other sections of society. This 

reminds one of the 20s debates on industrialization debate. 

Glasnost is also seen in the deliberation of the Party 

20. Jayashekar, Op. Cit. 
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and in the functioning of the enterprises. Discussions 

in these organisations are no longer one sides, they 

have their say on r~ jec ting or rectifying dec is ions and 

they are not considered mere rubber stamps. Unfortunately, 

till the recent past media, literature and science kept 

the .:;ovie t People and leaders largely ignorant of the 

:.:alaise afflictine; their society. 3o much so that in the 

academic field philosophy became sycboJ~c with dogmatism. 

Ideology presented fantacies as facts. Vast areas for 

criticism and research were closed. In order to set 

right, the wrong tendencies and continuing past mistakes 

the policy of 'Glasnost is designed firstly to facilitate 

an open acceptance of past mistakes and ex~stence of 

crisis in the country. ~econdly, to enable the rejection 

of vaguA notions diverted from reality and the renuncia-

tion of all those outd2.ted ::nethodl:J. Thirdly, to help 

the creation of an atwos;>here for creative th~.nking and 

innov,>.t.ive ideas so that strateg.' and tactics for 

re;;;tructuring of society cc.::1 be evolved. 21 

• • \·lhile in Englisil Glasnost h::lS been tL'anslated as 

openness, its liternl oeaning is 'say as it is'. Under-

s~andably, Glasnost makes it possible for people to under

stand better 1vha t happened to therr: in the past and relate 

21 • Ibid. 
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it to what is taking place now. What are they striving 

.tor and \vhat plans for the future are. Gorbachev believes 

that people are becoming increasingly convinced that 

J·lc.0nos t is an ei'fec ti ve reuedy for public con tro 1 over 

the :..ctivities of all [;OVernment bodies. The maGs media 

are playing and will continue to play a tremendous role, 

although they are not only a channel for expressing 

the people's will for reflecting their views and moods, 

but they are the most repre:>ent:?..tive and cassive rostrum 

of Glasnost. 22 

j.':!E DE3id'E ON HI81'0RY: 

Gorbachev, once meeting leading media representatives • 

.1'ouched a very significant aspect - that of the approach 

to history and literature. He said there should not be 

any blank spot , history should not be presented as an 

a1:tificial and time-servine str:..<ctu..re. It is necessary 

to aGsess the past with a sense of historical responsibility 

and are the basis of the historical truth. People's 

initiative should Le promoted, in makin& them more exacting, 

more critical and self-critical in enhancing Glasnost and 

in paving the way for tan,t.ible changes in people •s thinking 

and attitude. 23 

22. 

23. 

llikhail Gorbachev, Op. Cit., pp 76,77. 

l~ikhail. Gorbach~v~ "uctober Revolution & Perestroika: 
~evolutlon Cont1nu s" · · t · e ' ~OVle Heview, Nov.5, 1987,p.39 
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Glasnost is not a mere political rhetoric, the very 

fact that there are debates going 1·1hether broad openness 

is r..eede·.: and rlhether democratization will have undesirable 

consequences. In Gorb~chev•s view the development of 

Gl2.snost as a HS.Y of accumulating t.he various diverse 

view3 and ideas which reflect the interest of all strata. 

It will ~e difficult to advance if there is not criticism 

from belo1.,., there cannot be democracy without all this. 24 

Without Glasnost there cannot be democracy and 

Hithout democracy there cannot be socialism. Gorbachev•s 

perception is that Glasnost is necessary prerequisite 

to :nake democracy and socialism mui.:e viable. 

In the ~oviet Union, once again the nationality 

question has become a burning issue. Some analyst attribute 

it to the policy of Glasnost. To some extent, Glasnost 
I 

has made the Soviet people fearless in a ::serting themselves. 

Though theoretically, the nationalities probleo was resolved 

and all kinds of national oppression eliminated in Soviet 

24. Mikhail Gorbachev, Op. Cit., p.78 
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union. ~Jviet claim proves to be rediculous when the 

appointment of a Russian as Party 3ecretary in Kazakhstan 

in December 1986 led to riots in Alma Ata. Since then, 

several intellectuals from the Asian Republics have con-

dernned such excesses, but they have also observed with some 

bitter.ess that the tendency of certain muscovite historians 

to elorify Ru;sian's past, encourage Uzbekhs and Kazakhs 

to do the ::>a me for their ovm past. 25 A second instance, 

the recent developments in liagorno Karabakh Autonomous 

Region stirred up t\;ro neighbouring towns - caucasian 

hepublics - Armenia and Azerbaijan - because Karabakh, 

wheree the Armenians make up 75 per cent of the population, 

forms part of Azerbaijan as an ethnic sub-unit - an autonomou~ 
. 26 ret:lon. 

Eor a multinational stat·=> like the USJR, the rise 

of nationalism repreGents a terrible threat, particularly 

the resurgence of Russian n:1tionalism ce.n affect the 

distribution of power in Soviet Union and alter the 

whole future course. 27 However, the Soviet leadership 

25. Ralph Niliband & others, Op. Cit., p.32 

2 6. "~Hll Ha tionalism "Rock" Soviet Union" ~ov ie t Features 
Information deptt., U:;;:.;R Embassy, India:· April 13,1988. 

27. Vladimir, Tismaneanu, ~Cit. 
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believes that nationalism cannot hamper soviet Union. 

Though no problems are solved \'li thout errors. The 

strength lies in the ability to admit and correct them. 

THE ..)lJVIET POLITY & PERE::lTI{viK.A: ~E DE.rlATE U~~ ~OCIALI.3T 

DEr-~0CltrlC Y: 

Assuming the creativity of the masses as a decisive 

force in Perestroika, ~orbachev•a aim·is to promote 

democracy in economy, politics and within the party 

itself. In a way Gorbachev and his supporters are 

criticising the undemocratic \<lay of functioning of the 

Joviet Political structures and the lack of autonomy 

Hithin economic and production enterprises. There is 

a need for basis reforms in institutional functioning, 

ho\·:ever, this does not mean that socialism is in crisis 

and there is no way out but to adopt capitalist methods. 

H.eforms can be conducted in accordance with socialist 

choice, In other words, Soviet leaderhsip is working 

within socialism rather than outside it. 28 Gorbachev's 

'reform propQJ~: begins with some significant political 

reforms, i.e. democratization of electoral process, 

28. Mikhail Gorbachev, Oo. Cit., p.36 



so that the traditional 'control from above' may be balanced 

with 'more control from below', that can be done only after 

restructuring and increasing rank and file participation 

in party, government and economic decision making. 29 

There are no two opinions that Gorbachev•s proposal 

sugcests willingnes~ to risk challenging the entrenched 

position and privileges of the party and state apparatus 

by giving the public increased say, in political life -

a departure for traditional soviet practice. Gorbachev is 

apparently motivated by the realization that masses should 

feel that they are involved in every social-political 

activity that is going on in the country. 30 Every citizen 

and rank and file must be given a greater sense of parti

cipation in governin~ the country and the party in influencing 

decision affecting their lives if they are to be expected 

to work harder and more efficiently to help overcome the 

country's current socio-economic malaise. 

Gorbachev has evidently decided that Perestroika 

must acquire fresh impetus, becoming something of a reform 

29. rlevner Haln, "Electoral Choice in Soviet Block", Problems 
of Communism, I•Iarch-April 1987, pp29-39. 

30. Nikhail Go.r-b:~chev, Op. Cit., p. 37 
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::novement in soviet society, so far there is no clear indication 

whether Gorbachev \-:ants to replace the one party political 

system by the multi party one. Though some soviet intellec

tuals believe that the time has come to introduce political 

pluralism into the system. 11hey set forth their vie1vs 

in a manifesto addressed to the citizens of the U:JSR. Signed 

movement for socialist review' dated ~ovember 21, 1985. 

The m~nifesto states that the crisis of the soviet economic 

order is closely linked with political crisis, freedom of 

speech, press and assembly personal imunity, private corres-

pondence and telephone concersa tions and the freedom to join 

organization. Further, the monifesto asserts the need of 

an 'al ternn ti ve political organ is at ion. 31 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko, a leading poet of soviet union 

has underscored the need of people's front, a part of 

Perestroik or the party of non-party people. The poet 

says this people's front is not just a front of resistance 

to bureaucracy, but a front of attack on it. It is a front 

of struggle against the dark shost of the past so that they 

will not be reborn at the present. The party of non-party 

31. Rober C Tucker, "Gorbachev & the l<'ligh t for Soviet Reform", 
World Policy Journal, 1987, ~pring, p.178-204. 
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is bigger than the co:::munist partYand has as yet ru1..Ly 

recognised itself as a historical force. Further criticising 

consist party he says whether or not a person is a party 

member does not define him morally. The party card is 

not yet a reference on advance thinking, or a pure 

32 conscience. Gorbachev also realizes it when he says 

".le do not have an opposition, how then can tie monitor 

ourselves, only through criticism and self criticism and 

must of all throught Glasnost. 33 This realization led 

hin to make sowe innovating experiement in various political 

fields. 

So far a significant change has been introduced 

in tl<l3 electoral system i.e. secret ballot and multi-

candidate election. Almost pa::=ty organisation, Gorbachev 

assented that party leaders including first ~ecretary, 

shov.ld be elected by secret ballot and that party comr1i ttee 

members should be allowed to nominate several candidates. 

This would increase the responsibility of secretaries 

32. Yevgeny Yevtusnenko, "The Party of non-party People", 
Mainstream, July 2, 1988, p~ 31. 

33. ::lOHergri Bialer, 11Gorbachev•s Nove", Foreign Policy, 
pp. 59-87. 



to the party committees that elected them. As regard the 

election of deputies for the soviets, the politburo has 

decided that multiple c~~didate sho~ld be fielded rather 

thRn just one. 34 l'ill the recent past not a single assign-

ment to an executive post could be filled without party 

approval, but now this practice has b!=en altogether changed, 

,:j ince no,n-pnrty members would also be allowed to contest 

election, if elected, he might hold a key public post. 

'dith this change the director of industrial and agriculture 

enterprises, heads of departments within enterprise and 

productionteam leaders and foreman would be Alected rather 

than appointed from aoove. Recently, for the first tir:1e 

in soviet Union, secret ballot and multi-candidate election 

has been experiemented successfully. In Latvia the party 

first Jecretary Boris Pugo in an interview to Pravada said 

that for a plant director in ~atvia, a contest was held 

between two candidates as '~ell as the election of an 

abTiculture academy rector by secret ballot form a field 

of five candidates. 35 In the same interview Pugo revealed 

that some Komsomol organisations have begun holding multi

candidate election in their own, for the first time in 

the country. 

34. Robert C Tucker, Op. Cit. 

35. Ibid. 



Gorbachev's poli~ical reforms appear aimed 

at arming ordinary citizens and party cadre with 

some weapons against unresponsive officials, there 

by reducing the perception of gap, eventhough limited 

in their effective scope, multi-candidate elections 

may give ordinary citizens some sense of being able to 

influence their leaders either by directly voting out 

unpopular one or by making the unpopular modify their 

actions to acid alienting the electorate. 36 This 

practice would enable to establish a new relationship 

between the leaders and ~he led so as to close the 

gap between them and gradually the process of democrat!-

zation would also be eeared up. 

The 19th all-union party conference, which was 

recently held in Moscow, categorically states 'All party 

committees startinL at the district and city level shall 

be elected for a standard term of 5 years. Simultaneously 

a communist shall not hold an elected position in the 

CPSU for more than two terns in a row. To ensure better 

continuity and effioiency in the performance of deputies, 

the standaL'd term of all soviets of people's deputies 

36. Ibid. 



in the eountry should be fixed at five years. 37 

This proposal has been approved by the 19th Party 

conference. In the conference Gorbachev asserted that 

the reform is based on the transfer of real power into 

the hands of the people and their representative bodies 

as also distribution of pOioJer between the party and 

the state. The idea of granting full power to the 

joviets is being re-emphasised the speciality of this 

conference was th3t a new supreme body, the congress 

of People's deputies of the U3~R will be elected 

comprising 2,250 people. It would elect a standing 

body of highest authority, the supreme soviet of the 

U8SR (400-450 members). Une of the most important changes 

Gorbachev suggested, l-tas instituting the post of President 

of the UG..:.)R ::lupreme .:ioviet, to be elected and recalled 

by secret ballot by the congress of People's 

deputies.38 

Now the president of the Presidium of the UdSR 

~upreme ~oviet would enjoy real powers and handle the 

i~sue of domestic and foreign policy.39 This it would be 

37. Theses of the CPSU Central Committee for the 19th 
All-Union Party Conference", Moscow News, June5, 1988,p3. 

38. "l;e'l':s & Views from the .Joviet LlnLm", Vol.XLVIII, N.116, 
29 June, 1 988. 

39. Ibid., pp4,5 



sorne sort of presidential form of Government. 

It is an established fact that democracy in 

socialist society begins with democracy in the party 

itself. If the CoL.munist party can tolerate diverse 

groups and factions within the party, certainly if 

will open a new chap ~er of party democracy. 1'o democratize 

and modernize the Soviet political system which is so 

deeply entrenched in the economic and social fabric 

of soviet society - first requires, reforming the communist 

party. une of the reasons of ongoing changes in the 

electoral process is that the out come of the realization 

that accountab:lity of communist le8ders to party me~bers 

is an ureent necessity bureaucratization from top to 

l01·1er echelons of local leaders has generated cyco9hancy 

tJwards the top leadership in the Communist Party. 40 It 

has often been stated that the dictatorship of the 

proletariat was really replaced by the dictatorship of 

bureaucrc:cy. '.ii thin the party, in general med1ocri tics 

triumphed. 41 Therefore democratization of politburo 

and secretariat is first and foremost necessity. 

40. ~iL'ice Brucan, "Political Lteform in the .3ocialist Jystem 11 

::!_o:::_l~ [oJJ£.Y _J ~U£nal, Suo:ter 198'/, pp. 51 5-526 

41. Yevgeny Yevtsuhenko, Op. Cit., p.32 



In order to understand the mechanism and dynamism 

of the present politic::·l system and its potential for 

chances, u3 l.Torbachev t12.~ env J.e~aged, a c le::1.r distinction 

needs to be cade between leadership and apparat, 

Those who hold commanding positions in the Socialist system 

in the eovernn:ent and adminL::la tion,. the military and 

the statPs coercive forces are recr~ited from the apparat. 

T·houeh those who are ~·:ork in(S c or:m:end ing position in Soviet 

union, do not constitute a separate class in Marxist terms, 

the apparat is nevertheleDs an ob.senable, differentiated 

interacting social strata, made up of full tiGe party 

and government official~ who run all the state institutions, 

civil and military, they would well be described as the 

1 . . 1 . tt... ' i t u . 42 ru 1ne soc1u group 1n 11e ~~v e n1cn. 

~orne analyst haVP pointnd out that the Soviet 

pJliticnl system lack any feed back. It has no tray 

of correcting its mistakes, its principle historical 

fault liPs in its s~ates quo inclination- its resistance 

to change and progress - 1.;!:: icb. is probably the greatest 

paradox in history, for a society that is supposed to 

lead and march in~o the futu~e. 4 3 

42. Jilvice .3rucan, On. Cit. 

43. ~· 
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11hese problems may well be changed as the new leader

ship is aware of soviet political and therefore prepared 

to breakaway from the dogrn2.tic past by throwing tte 

soviet system into open practice with a determination 

to reinvi.gorate and revamp its social, political and 

economic scene. Certain recent initiatives of soviet 

leders has resulted in some significant changes in 

the system, v1hich has spnrked off new development 

that are beinc watched •.·:ith intense interest in the 

HOrld • 

An asse~;srnent of all retrospective reforms in 

Soviet uniJn, clearly shows that in the case of Soviet 

Union, the leadershio is not in independent variable. 

Here the example of Khruschev and Kosygin would suffice. 

Khruschev's :>llicies and initi2.tive came into conflict 

with the vested interest of the apparat, even Kosygin's 

moderate reforms were sabotaged and eventually nullified. 

The 80s Soviet union is a modern industrial 

country, dominated by nn educated working class and 

several million scientist, engineers and managers, 

consequently it cannot be governed in an old fashion. 

This is where two generation part ways, one generation 
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is emotionally attached v1i th old ways and is a vic tim 

of tradition, while the other is not. 44 Gorbachev 

represents the mood ~~d aspirations of the new eeneration, 

explicitly, which are a supporting force to Gorbachev's 

initiative, if any miscalCulation is made, Gorbachev 

might meat the fate like of his precedent technocrats 

who dominate this new generation would judge policies 

pragmatically and one of their \o;hose top priotiee ere 

economic reform. 

THE .3UVIET ECvHO~·:Y: PRUBLE~·iS AHD R.ESTltLJCTURIHG: 

Under Gorbachev, multi-dimensional reform 

process, could Je seen in three major areas in the 

0oviet Union, policy reforms, organizational administ-

rative reforms and structural- institutional reforms. 

The first iE directed at changing long standing policies & 

its major instrument is the redistribution of resources. 

The second is directed at changing and streamlining the 

decision-making process, its major instrument in over 

organisation of the existing administrative ~its. The 

44. Ibid. 
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third is directed at ch~nging the economic structure, 

its major instruments are fundamental reorientation of 

priority and major shift in the power of existing institu

tions. unly the third type of reforms can be called 

radicnl and fundamental- it is these reforms that cross 

the parameters of existine ~oviet economic system. 

The Prime motive behind Perestroika is the need 

to improve economic performance. The Soviet leadership 

has recognised that the existing system of economic planning 

and management is the hyper centralised •command system' 

established Lmder ;:)talin. 45 At 27th CPSU Congress, Gorbachev 

identified certain dee rooted problems like stagnation 

and in tertia in Soviet economy. Attacking the \~rong 

tendencies prevailing in the system as bribery, abuse of 

official position for personal gain, alcohalism, absent-

ecism, systematic theft of public property. The illegal 

underguard economy (second economy) which has over the 

years become a basic pruveyor of service to the population, 

and other malpractices, Gorbachev stressed the need of 

accelerating and all round intensification of the Soviet 

economy. He also focused on the need for eliminating from 

45. Ralph Miliband & others, Op. Cit., p.132. 
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society of the distortions of socialist ethics and 

the importance of the consistant implementation of the 

principles of social justice. 46 ~idney pose a Sovieto

logist has noticed that 3oviet Union is on the cross 

roads in its evolution, 3oviet ~ociety is increasingly 

aflic ted by anomie and a wave of individual ism from 

top to bottom is erodine the traditional values of 

collectivism and self-sacrifice for building national 

po·.:er and there are symptans of a wide spread lack 

of belief and purpose. I~1ssive ~ch-Ohalism in the 

work force resulted in an adverse impact on economic 

performance, rummers of corruption ta-iled even Brezhnev•s 

famil circle. 47 Against corruption, Gorbachev has 

bunched a campaign. His disciplinary measures is -

disciplining managers, tightening up administration and 

serving notice to corrupt bureaucrats, dismissing them 

and then efficient punishHd. Since he came to power, 

200,000 party officials have been investigated for 

corruption and 100,000 corrupt and agein6 officials 

d . . d 48 
lSffilSSe • 

One of the most alarming features of ach-ohalism 

in Soviet Union is with respect to per capital consumption 

4 6. Nikhail Gorbachev, Op. Cit., pp34, 35. 

47. Sidney Ploss, "A New 3oviet Era"? Foreign Policy,1986-
87 , p p. 4 6' 60. 

48. Achin Vanaik, "The Gorbachev Pehnomenon" The Times of 
India, August 1, 1987, --
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of alcohal in the form of strong alcohalic beverages 

the U.:L;R ranks first in the world. Consequently, people's 

has faced hazards and mental disorders, chromic 

and acute poisoning, violence and accidents have resulted 

due to alcoholism. Another striking feature of alcoholism 

in the doviet Union is the very rapid growth of consumption 

per person fifteen years and older. 49 Price hike of vodka 

was es~entially a result of understanding the danger of 

using excess alcohal, so that alcoholism may be controlled. 

Gorbachev's strategy for economic development of 

the UJSR and chances he intend to bring about in key 

economic sector such as agriculture and industry are also 

equally significant, along with these superstructural 

reforms. ':ihether Gorbachev indends to modify the Stalinist 

eco~cmic ~odel of Soviet Union. Will Gorbachev succeed 

where Kosygin failed? What are some of the vital issues 

which will have global consequences whether Gorbachev 

succeeds or f~ils. 

Annoll!lcing economic reforms, Gorbachev proposed 

certain managerial, agric:.Iltural, marketing reforms. He 

feels that it· is the high time to put an end to the practice 

49. Vladmir G. Treml, "Alcohol abuse and quality of life 
in the U3jR", Selmut Sormen feld (ed}, Soviet Politics 
in the 1980s, A West Vlew, Replica Edition, pp 55,56 
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of ministries and departments exercising petty tutelage 

over enterprises. Hinis tries should concentrate their 

attention on technical policy, on inter sectral proportions 

and an meeting the demands of the national economy for 

high grade out put by their industries. Enterprises and 

organisation should be given the right to sell products 

to one another independently of what they produce over 

and above the plan. 50 Analysing the.~oviet economic 

proolems the present leadership found Lhat economic 

grO\ith vms slowing down. In the last fifteen yeast the 

nationhl income growth rates had declined by more than 

half and by the beginning of the eighties had falle:m to 

a level close to economic stagnation. 51 In the April 

plenum 1985 Gorbachev asserted that real possibility existed 

for accelerating growth rate and a substantial growth 

is quite feasible. 

The new leadership understands the labour producti

vity and product quality will not increase significantly 

if 110rkers, engineers, managers and peasnats are denied 

si~ificant incentives designed to reward their labour. 

Thus the necessity for material incentives is to be given 

a new focus. 

50. I·likahil Gorbachev, "Political Report, 27th CPSU Congress" 
Febr~ary 25, 1986, Reprints from the ;:)oviet Press, 
.New York. 

51. Mikhail Gorbachev, Or.. Cit 19 ~ -·, p. 



The leadership recognise the need to accelerate 

the consumer revolution in order to preserve socio-political 

stability. It is also necessary to stop peoples alienation 

from the regime and to raise the productivity of labour 

and capital.5 2 In the ~oviet Union, the system of work 

place participation inherited from the Brezhnev period 

is based upon an explicit rejection of both the pluralist 

and self-management models. doviet theorist have tradi

tionally rejected the notion that the pluralist idea of 

conflicting Vctlue8 wd interest is casually applicable 

to socialist society. The actual institution that exists 

to facilitate collectivist participation by Soviet workers 

are quite numerous. They include such socio-political 

institutions as peoples central committees, comerades• 

courts, the local soviets ~~d Komsomol and Party organisation 

A lm·l on labour collective;;; 1.vas leeislat!lred on 1984, the 

l:..n1 specifies that general neetings and the members of the 

labour collective must take place at least twice a year 

to discuss matters related to labour discipline. Technical 

L1novation, training and economic development use of 

resources, collective agreements, organization and remuner-

ation of labour and the working social and cultural condi

tions of employees.53 

52. Seweryn Bialer, Op. Cit. 

R~s3el Bora, "On Perestroika: The Role of work place 
r!"'.rticipation", Problems of Communism, July-August, 1987, 
!JP• 76-107. 
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UORKER !·:A.NAGENE.a.J T: 

According to Soviet law, all economic institutions 

employing more than 300 people are required to elect a 

'production conference'. The function of these production 

conferences are that every thing is to be considered, 

'o/i thin the p~.view of the general workers meeting. The 

trade union is another sie~ificant institution in the 

US~i. dhortly after 27th CPJu Congress, a law on state 

enterprises \-I as adopted, reemphasising the des irab ili t~ 

of increasing the participation of the entire labour 

collectives in tre management of enterprise activity. 

This law proposes the creation of two new mechanism. 54 

The first mechanism is the election of managerial personnel. 

The second one is to create a new institution in the 

enterprise called the 'collective labour council'. 

Gorbachev sees workers active participation as means 

of monitoring and controlling the Soviet economic burear-

cracy. 

Some 'destern observers consider that the main 

factor that can impede the extensive reform and decentral

ization of the soviet economy is the fear of a loss of 

political control at the centre. On the contrary, 

54. Ibid. 



Gorb2.c hev has succ in tly put forward the vie,vs that all 

efforts towards ch~~gine the structure of the national 

economy and transfering it to the track of intensive 

develonment and accelerating scientific and technological 

prObTess prompted even more urgently the need for a radical 

reform of the economic mechanism and for reformulating the 

entire system of economic management. 55 But the 

\/estern understanding does not seem to be correct because 

from the very beginninG Gorbachev has stressed the need 

of democratization and decentralization of economy, especial 

industrial management, oncoinc reforms, are gradually 

pavinc the way for mo~e flexible limited competetive 

econoe1y. 

Reviewing past mistakes regarding management reforms 

Gorbachev opined that those attempts were neither radical 

nor consistant. The concept of the June 1987 plenary 

meeting is completely new and provides for fundamental 

changes in every aspect, for example, from transfer of 

enterprises to the complete cost accounting a radical 

transformation of the centralized management of economy, 

fund amen tr::.l changes in planning a reform of price formation 

systems and the financial a.Jld crediting mechanism. One 

55. Mikhail Gorbachev, On. Cit., p.83 
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r:lit;ht ask where from Perestroika Hill be started? From 

the centre or from primary levels? As 0oviet economy 

is a planned and over centralised one, Gorbachev sees 

the rationale in startin~ restructuring from the centre 

56 and then manacement level to the primary level enterprise. 

~hus this seems to oe •Changes frc~ above. ' 

The CP3U Central Coscittee has already endorsed 

all th~ principle innovations of ~orbachev's reform 

propos~tls, in the une 1987 plenum. .Now with the imple-

mentation of the new law on state enterprise, decentral-

z~tion wo~ld begin in the hierarchal administration 

system. The Co~r:1unist Party will not able to fully 

control the outcome of elections and elected officials 

no lancer 3UbjPct to discissal by the party organs. Thus 

decentralization of the economic decision~ makin~ pruCeba 

would lead to the development of self-management. 

One of the weakest links in the Soviet economic 

system has been the system of price setting. It has been 

the subject of much debate and controversy among Soviet 
is ts rs 

economL and planneL. Jome of whom have come to accept the 

56. Ibid., p.84 
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concept of scari ty pricing and marginal costs and fundamental 

cooponents of an efficient economic system. One price 

i8sue the 1987 June plenum could not arrive at any 

c onsesus. Therefore it is left for further d 1scu.ssion 
r;:,7 

on a country wide basis.~ 

One of thR most dangerous, sensitive and contra-

dictinc aspects of the restructuring project is the 

iosue of price. ~cviet economy needs radical price reforms 

and can..'lot proeress Hi'thout it. For the simple reason that 

price reforms in the Joviet Union must not encompass 

simply consumer good but also internal commodity and 

industrial prices. As a result Price reform will inevitably 

rise the cose of living for the people and 11hen that happens 

a dangerous anti-Perestroika climate and l.le formed and 

exploited. Some economist are sensitive to this dilemma 

facing Gorbachev. Here to cite a relevant example is 

what~. Alexandrava wrote in literaturaya gazeta•, August 

1 2 , 1 9 8 7 , "I f c ar that in the event of an increase in 

the prices of food products people could turn away from 

Perestroika, considerint; it to be nothing but a"Chatter 

boX" 1·1hicf. only makes prices jump beyond all limits 

and then the true opponents of Perestroika will raise 

their heads, in whose threats Glasnost and democratization 

stick. 58 

57. John E. Tedstnon, "un Perestroika: Analysing the Basic 
Provisions• Problems of Comounism, July-August, 1987, 
pp. 93-98 

58. Dev Hurarka, "13attle in H.ussia ;;)till on ;Jtalin, The 'l'imes 
of India, April 7, 19ER p.4. 
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Agriculture is a major problem for Joviet Union. 

~ver the period of time the nature of problem and the soviet 

governments attitude to it have been changing significantly. 

Agricultural share in Soviet gross national product has 

been cons is tan tly declining. LO\-: consu.mer prices for food 

v1ere only maintained through the use of a large gro\-.ring 

level of subsidies. 59 Since the Narch 1965 plenum, agricul

tural reform has been on the political agenda in the Soviet 

Union. 

Gorbachev had been in cb~rge of the party's agri

cultural department since 1978 and was probably involved 

in the food programme from its inception. As for some years 

he had been supervising the country's problem of agriculture, 

so it is natural to assume that he is aware of the food 

problem, vrhich is of great concern to him. 

At 27th CPSU Congress Party's agrarian policy was 

outlined, which was more or less based on May 1982 plenum, 

i·Jhich gave top priority to the issue. In this pl~num, 

broadly the food pr05Tamme policy of USSR was formulated 

59. R.:.:. Hiller ci: others (eds.) Gorbachev at the Helm? 
Croom Hew, London, 1987, p.1 1 
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s" a~ to ,jolve the food proble:I!. Tt is evident from the 

political report thAt ~ denieive turn is needed in the 

ac;rarian sector. There is a noticeable improvement in the 

food supply already durinc the 12th five yer:.r plan period. 

Gorbachev stressed the need for an increased growth rate 

of farm production and to insure a substantial increase in 

the per capital consumption of meat, milk, vegetable and 

frui~s. 60 The focus is also on the effective use in the 

agro-industrial complex which are a necessary suplement 

to the agrarian sector. 

A principle characteristic of the Soviet system 

is the primacy of politics over economy. Though eco4omic 

growth is of crucial i1aportance to the leadership but it 

cunnot be left to the managers 1!lhO directly administer the 

~oviet economy. Economic priorities are set in accordance 

with the political priorities of the leadership. The admini-

stration and impl~mentation o= the economic plans is designed 

in such a way that ~ill not icpinge on the political power 

of Soviet leadership. While economic factors and considera-

tion in themselves d~ not determine the formulation of their 

goals and the methods by ~;hich they are to be attained. 

60. dee 27th CP~U Congress document. 
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Tr~us some observers have intered that red ical economic 

reform in the normal sense are impossible in the Soviet 

union, Hhat is possible are radical political reforms that 

have fundamental economic consequences. 61 

Though, as yet a complete, concrete and comprehen-

s ive model for reform does not exists, hm;~ever, measures 

for reforms particularly personnel changes and cuts in 

size of supervisory economic cadres have been creating 

heal thy tensions t-~i thin the bureaucracy. The limits of 

Gorbachev in fully committed to revitalizing the country. 

He knows the potential and formidable threat to his success 

lies ahead. At a meetj_ng of the Leningrad Party organization 

on i·:ay 17, 1985, Gorbachev made his position clea~· and 

warned we must of course, give all our cadre the stage 

and they must adopt themselves accordingly. But any one 

Hho is not prepared to adopt and who, moreover, impedes the 

resolution of these neH tasks shou.ld get ollt of the Hay and 

not interfere. 62 The important theme of Gorbachev's first 

year as a General ~ecretary, Has that no ministry ru1d no 

republic~n or regional party org~nization should remain 

61. ;)eworyn Bialer, Joan Afferica, "The Genesis of Gorbachev•s 
World", Orbis, Vol.64, 1985-86, pp 605-609. 

62. Hikhail Gorbachev, QE_. Cit., 
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beyond criticism. It was pointedly reiterated. One 

could argue thai so far he has not gone beyond rhetoric, 

but practice shows that he has successfully created a 

climate of opinion for change. Frequently open 

on reform also appeared in the leading soviet newspaper. 

Undoubtedly, it a healthy sign and this is exactly what 

Gorbacbev Hants. 

·.~hi le speaking on E!COnomic restructuring, Gorbachev 

not only used the term reform rather he terns this as 

rndical reform is needeJ. We are only at the start of the 

journey .• to restructure the economic mechanism in the 

condition of our country with its i:mense, complex economy 

requires time and energy. He knows the constrain to both 

covert and overt opposition to economic reform. 63 

HO\·Iever, a scholar on soviet affairs, has observed 

·bat the utalinist economic model Hhich characterized 

by high level of centraliza.ti::m in planning and management 

over emphasis on heavy ind~stry, autarchy in economic 

development has been under6oing some changes for nearly 

two decadeu 64 and Gorbachev 's new policy and programme 

63. Ibid. 

64. R.G. Gidadhubli, "Economy Breaking with the Past", 
Viorld Focus, 1986, Vol. 17, pp13, 18. 



might speed up the process of change. 

Gorbachev is agail1r-t 'market socialism 1 but 

at the same time he does not believe that the Joviet 

economy can dispense entirely with the Market. 65 So 

fnr the goal of radical soviet economic reformers 

recognition of a role for the ffiarket as well as for 

central strategic economic decision making have be~n 

explicit 

reco£nised only at the level of leg:ili:.:ing small scale 

private enterprise. but of great import.Ance for the 

economy as a Hhole will be the extens-ion of market 

principle into areas of tr.e socialised economy. Gorbachev 

h2s clearly mentioned that an attempt to fix all price 

ad~inistratively leads to many p~oblems, moreover it is 

not feasible also. ~o far his supoort for a market element 

iii thin the sovie ty economy has been in the coded language 

of advocating a greater role for 'commodity-money rela-
h6 

tions.~ Gorbachev•s measures in the economic field so 

far,have been directed more at improving human performance 

than at promoting structural change. Agricultural production 

ac.d marketing are t1•o importc;nt areas of reforms. Agricul

ture already contains a significant private section in 

.;;>oviet Union given the opportunity this sector can t,Tow 

65. Archie Brawn, "Changes in the Soviet Union", Orbis, 
1986, Vol.64, pp.1049 & 1065. 

66. Archie Bra\<m, "The Gorbachev's offensive", Earxism 
today, June 19~~7, Lo::d:.n, pp26-50. 
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quickly a.Ild deliver the required goals by expanding 

priv~te pl~ts and land. Encongragi~g private activities, 

creating the so called family brigade'. On the collective 

forms, Gorbachev is determined to provide such opportunities, 

the3e measures are meant to stimulate the farmers to produce 

more. The marketing of farm~rs produce is to be improved 

by expanding cooperative enterprises-and by tyine the 

f h . k t 67 arQS to ~ e uroa.n mar e • 

In the ~oviet Union, there is a possibility for 

eX!Janding private enterprise in a limited lvay so as to 

encourage creativity and autonomy. Items as restaurants, 

repair shops and small !JrOdllction units of basic consumer 

goods are betng encouraeed. By implication it could make 

a difference for th~ u~ban living masses, this system 

•,,rill "oe replaced by a ne:-1 administrative methods of m~nage-

ment and economic instruments that will abolish central 

plant1ing and the mo..nagemen t of enterprise will enjoy 

independence. Thus leadin~ to a new system of quality 

control price formation encouragement of comple~tion 

and increase of the role of money, credit and profit in 

economic activity. 

67. ~eweryn Diuler, Op. Cit. 
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Accordinc to one school of iwlarxist interpretation, 

the changes in the base leads to corresponding affects 

in the superstructure. In the case of the Soviet Union, 

shakin0 up of the economy cannot be accomplished without 

a p~~allel shaking up of the political system. The 

economic bat <.,les have hardly be can yet, it is the political 

battle Hhich are preoccupying the antagonists as wellas 

the protagonist of Perestroika. However, we would cater 

to the belief that there is no exact replica of base -

superstructure relations·. The relations are so closely 

interlinked that socio-political changes can chan£e the 

bus as easily as economic changes influencing the super 

structure. 

One can see the limits of Gorbachev's liberalization 

There is always a dant_;eL· that if Glasnost sur-Vi't"es, the 

popular pressures for 6reater democracy ~ay become over 

stront_;er and core difficult to control. This is what 

the anti-reformers in the bureaucracy are scared of. 

there is a hypothetical question that what sections of 

society are likely to resist Gorbachev long term project? 

There is first to bulk of the bureaucracy, the conservative 

eleoent, the most powerful force in the sense of numerical 

stren,sth is enormous. If the working class and other 

section give their allegiance to the new leader, though 



even then, there is likely 1:0 be a fierce struggle. 

However, the bureaucracy alone will not be in a position 

to nullify the ... ·hole reform programme initiated by 

Gor'u~·.chev. .Because the rising expectations of soviet 

peoples in the event of spO.!:adic opposition by conservatives. 

Ultimo.tely, the Joviet peor;le will .have to take a position. 

It is the people who are to reject or accept Perestroika. 

Gorbachev stated at 19th Party conference that 'it is· 

our party and civic duty to rehabilitate those who in the 

past fell victim to unjustified political accusations and 

lawlessness', is a crucial one. This statement is just 

the begin!.ine; but bound to pr::.,pnl far reaching effects 

in assessinc and in the rewriting of the history of 

communist movewent. vne should not be surprised if the 

~ovi~t Union sends shock waves, in the process of exposing 

Jtalinist period. 

1'HL~KL~G: 

Gorbachev has also shown his profound concern 

over nuclear weapons, the lon6 standing tension in the 

internatlonal relatiJns and the very future of our planet. 

Analysing deep·noted international conflict, Gorbachev 
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sucgest that a scientific policy ~ust be built on strict 

as~ess~ent of reality of the world today due to the 

accumulation of vast military uvsenals~ both conventional 

a!td nuclear of the united states and Soviet UnL:Jn. This 

places on those two countries a special responsibility 

tr; the · . .:hole v1orld. It is impossible to move toward more 

harmo!"1ious relations bet1-1een the lJ.3JR and USA while 

mesmerized by ideological oyths. 68 Gorbachev feels that 

there is a co~nection between the way in which ~oviet Union 

HOrks at home and the I'ICJ..Y the v1est respond. Noreover, 

due to lack of comc.JU..Ylicati_,rl oetween the .:)oviet and 

American people, they de not respect or understand one 

anot!:er i·Tell enouc;h. This in the root of problem. 1'his 

type of relatioaship needs to be over hauled and there 

exists the need to infuse a 6Teat amount of feeline, for 

mutual understanding and outual communication in the HOrld. 

The major problem that stanJs in the way of good 

~oviet-American relations is the arms race and the belief 

tha"~· strategic parity is n::cessary. In the political 

r~port of the the CPJU Central Committee to the 27th 

Cone:_-ress February 25, 1986, Gorbachev decried the theories 

of 'containment' and deterrenceand over whelming emphasised 

thnt the objective conditi;ns have take shape in which con 

frontation between c~pitalis~ and socialism can proceed 

only and exclusive~'{ in the frc:tmewu.rk of peaceful competition~ 

68. llikhail Gorbac' •v, Op. Cit., pp 12,211. 
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6° th and peacef~l control. ~ Gorbachev believesthat at e 

present land of technological and organisation of 

production, the demilitnrisation of economy is feasible 

and capitalint countries can be persuaded to pursue a 

r .. t ional, human and equuali tar ian foreign policy while 

their home policy continue to be based on safe ~uarding 

ruthless monopoly, capital~st explciitation? The Soviet 

Union is extre~ely critical of the American strategic 

defence initiative (::3DI) proe;ramme and have put forH::\rd 

far reachint.s disarmacent programr;;es. J.'hi!:.l is a matter 

of life and death for all of oankind, and f.likbail Gorbachev 

h<.ls advanced a number of proposals not only for eliminating 

intermediate range nuclear misGiles altogether, for cutting 

tr"e strategic nuclear arseral by 5C' per cent as· a fir.:;t 

0~?p towards their elimination and to reduce conventional 

forces and '"ee.pons, but also to creat a ne~-1 climate of 

mutual thrust and cooperation in ~hich a new system of 

comprehensive t::looal security can be developed. 

Disarmament, deveJ opoen t and the es tab lishmen t 

of a comprehensive sys te~:: of global security-these three 

e.s pee ts are inter-de pend e.n.. t and have to be fostered 

as a prot5ramme for humanity as a whole - this is a ethical 

69. hikhail Gorbachev, 27the CP~U Congress, Political Report 
Jj_e.E_rl:_n,! frQ_m_th_e_~~v_hel £_r~si., 25 February, 6 Har:ch, 
1986. 
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iss·..;.e, it is a ~ntt.er of soci.ety the:: vision of a new united, 

dis::..r.£.:Jed !1umaili ty workinL in scientific, technical and 

cultu.rc-.1 collaboration to m2.ke life on this planet worthy 

of th•; dignity of human be in g. 70 

Gorbuchev openly accepts tr.e fact tr.at no doubt 

they are doin[ all thc.:.t is necess<:...ry to maintain ::.n upto 

date and reliaole defences system but i~ is not out of 

their choice, rather it tas been imposed upon them, Never 

theless the ~oviet leaderstip feel that in today's situation 

of strategic stateoent it would seem lo~ical to halt the 

d t d t '. t 71 arms race a:1 ge :...wn o a1sarmarnen • If practically 

tLe proce.3s of disarmament is not started the very 

existence of mankinc will be on a precipice. 

In the present international situation with the 

nuclear arms race at it is folloi·led conflicts and the war 

danger gro v1inc, Gorbachev hau emph<~S ised that making inter-

nationul relations more humar1 is the only way out - and though 

that is a difficult thing to do, the need is to rise above 

ideological differences to make the world a safer place 

to live, let every one make his O\·..U choice and let us all 

respect that choice and for that a new mode of political 

70. .Pavlos hav Gregomios, ".de-structuring and openness in the 
USdt', ··~ains"t.ream, !.~ovemcer 21, 1987. 

71. J.likhail Gorbachev, Op. C.!.,!., p.218. 
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thinking is neces:·<u:~r. 72 Gorbe.chev is fully convinced that 

all realirtic minded people in America and elsewhere, 

gen.uninely 'llatlt cooperu1ion, not confrontation. After 

b~·C9ming Ge~eral Jecretary, Gorbachev's peace initiative 

at the Sum~it Meetings in Rykjavik and Geneva have been 

good bet:ir.uinL in this direction. 

E~~atin~ Gorbactev'n peace initiatives with that 

of Khruschcv, ~vorld help us to understand, Potential 

and limits of tteir new phenomenon. Khruschev•s failed 

attecpt at reform ~ow out of a legitimation crisis that 

i~ the crisis of thA regime. Gorbachev's drive for change' 

is an extrelliely incomplete story as yet, It has been emerging 

out of en economic crisis, a crisis of ruling stratum with 

Hide sociological implicc.tions as well as a demoeraphic 

crisin. 

crisis 

A very simple f:1ct lay at the root of the legitimation 

Khrusehev inherited - Jtalin had become authori-

t:..rj_a.n :.1nd to sole rulint; man in the ;;)oviet Union supported 

by a self-intereste' bureaucracy. Gorbachev has inherited 

the manager::1en t of a state with an economic crisis and 

economy whose growth rate was deter HHing. \Hthin a 

short period of time, Gorbachev's offensives have been 

72. Ibid., p.221. 



successful to so~e measure and a triu~phal march almost 

without resistance. It is precisely this self accepting 

pace of the new line that creates oura of radicalism and 

thDrough going change around Gorbachev. 73 

There is an another apparent difference under the 

policy of Glasnost, Gorbachev's oponents donot fear for 

their lives so did Khruschev's. In o~der to be successful, 

Gorbachev will have to detcal conservatives in the state 

ar1d party apparatus without major-social upheavals. Gorbachev 

and his supporters are aware that for this they need to 

gain popular support of thp ~oviet people to implement the 

new strategy. Thus in the whole Gorbachev•s chances for 

success seem better than Khruschev. 

Basically, it is difficult to differentiate between 

Khruschev•s policy of peaceful-coexistence and Gorbaohev•s 

He~·; thinkint_; for disarme~tmt. Nee.:i.Less to say Gorbachev 

seeos to follo"' a similar path which Khruschev had cherished. 

Unce Khruschev responded to an American Journalist in 1961 

vJe .(the soviet union and the united states) are the strongest 

countries in the world and if we unite for peace there can 

be no \·Tar, than if any madman wanted war, we would but have 

73. Agnes Heller & Ference Feher, "Khruschev & Gorbachev: 
A contrast", Discent, Hinter 1988, pp 6,10. 
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to shake out fingures ·to warn him off. 74 The entire \·JOrld 

knoHs what happened of those fantancies, just after one 

year the 42 place of ~3A was found to be spying over the 

.:>oviet Union and consequently the Cold '.lar between the 

two countries continued. 

~imilarly, in the late 1980s, Gorbachev is also 

trying the same. Jome critics feel that this is idealizing 

US imperialism. The pitfall lies in war expecting co-operation 

from United ~tates, we would consider that if at all USA 

adopts realism and stops the militarization of space and 

nuclear urrname!l t. It would do so under popular pressure and 

not because of surrender to human consideratiJns. Moreover, 

new soviet leadership does not take into account the vested 

interest of elites, military and industrial nexus in the 

United states. In fact, to ignore the very economic system 

of America, i'lill really lead to an un-Harxist assement of 

today 's ~wrld in the nar:1e of new thinking and realism. 

Hot.;ever, there is not denying that Gorbachev has 

launched a new era, while the final outcome cannot be 

predicted at this moment. Yet Gorbachev's efforts are 

dau ntiag in their scope. They are aloo highly uncertain 

74. ~ee Pravada (Seotember 1961), quoted in Liberati~, 
February, 1988.-
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in their prospects. Gorbachev faces resistance from 

bureaucrats and regi~nal leaders, who do not favour his 

attempts to re-emerge the :3oviet economic political and 

cultural life, \;estern observers mi0ht see boyish enthu-

a iasm in Gorbachev 's new "'vh inkin{S but he is the man i·Tho 

earnestly wishes his country to turn into a model of highly 

developed state and into a oost advanced economy and 

soc iul democracy. Human and loft:,' ethics where the working 

man v/OUld fee 1 he is a master of the world and ivould 

enjoy benefits of material and spiritual culture, where 

the future children 1VOuld be secure, where they would have 

everything tiat is necessary for a full and interesting 

life. 75 Some one has rightly said that to re-build the 

Soviet Union, Gorbachev is in need of Bolsheviks who are 

softers and dedicated and ;.;ould be committed for 

redefining communism. Perestroika and Glasnost could be 

well under noted in the very spirit of Gorbachev's dream. 

This campaiGn for democratization and restructuring needs 

to be encouraged, because the reversal of curl:·ent trends 

and the defea~ of Gorbachev would not be in the lone term 

interest neither of the people or doviet Union nor of the 

HOrld. 

7 5 • JeHeryn Bialer, "Gorbac hev Nove 11 , x'or.eign Poli£l., 
Fall 1987, p.59-87. 
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If Gorbachev fails or succumb to his opponents, 

that will indicate that .:)talins tyranny hurt the country 

so deeply and pervasivelythat there is little hope for 

~ccess of a reform movement in Soviet Union. 

Certainly thiG break-through was imperative for 

Joviet society. Gorbachev, the most thoughtful and sensi-

tive leader has shown his political will to ~o further 

c om0 \-.'h~ t ever may. Some one has remarkea, whether 

Gorbuchev 's policy and programr.1e succeed or not, will be 

jud6ed by the inevitable march of history, but his 

sincerity of purpose and determination appear to provide 

his country man a beacon of hope for a better life, if 

not a workers paradise. 76 Of course, the outcome of 

the Gorbachev's reform programme remains to be seen, the 

whole world is l-:atchine; it with intense curiosity. 

76. ~· 
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THE POST-MAO CHINA'S POLITICS or SOCIALIST MODERNIZATION 

"The day the four Modernization Programme is realized Yill 

mark the day of Capitalist restoration" Gang of four 

"Backwardness must be recognized before it can be changed. 

One must learn from those who are advanced, --------Indepe

ndence does not mean shutting the door on the world, no does 

self-reliance mean blind opposition to every thing foreign. 

Science & Technology are part of the wealth created by all 
1 

mankind. Oeng Xiaoping 

In the post liberation history of China, Mao -1rse-Tung 1 s 

death in 1976 and subsequently arrest and Purge of the "Gang 

of four" brought immediate and stupendous changes in the 

entire development strategy and political orientation of the 

new leaders, particularly since t~ rise of Oeng Xiaoping in 

1987, and with the rehabilitation of a number or cadres who 

had been suppressed earlier. 

Having experienced a series of convulsions and set_ 

backs China embarked on an enterprise, the eim of which is 

the Modernization of China. Soon after Mao's death, his 

successors started reassessing the whole course of Post 

Liberation China's development as well as Mao's role. 

Reviewing the disastrous cultural revolution, the 'Gang of 

four' was held solely responsible for the excesses and 

1. Dang Xiaoping, "Speeches & Writings," Perganon Press, 
Oxford, 1984, p.4S. 
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atrocities. As a reaction, the ne~ leadership (Dengist) 

~aged a propaganda war and a s 1ander campaign against the 

'Gang of four'. This practice continued for years in China. 

But along with all these dramatic developments a 

striking feature also emerqed i.e. the revival of many orig

inal Marxist concept and Orthodox Marxist-leninist Perspective 

and the re-examination of the basic laws of economic develo

pment.2 Since the 12th Congress, Modernization has become 

the control issue and Mao's doctrine of the continuous class 

struggle under Socialism has been replaced by the belief of 

the withering away of class struggle. After initiating an 

open door policy, China sought new relationships with Was

tarn Countries, espaciallywith the United States. In the 

domestic field the commune system has been dismantted (off

icially called restruct~red ) and replaced by the contract 

responsibility system. 

Many China watchers have suspected the neu leadership 

as revisionist and capitalist readers. Precisely this is 

uhat the Gang of four has been arguing against new leadership. 

Meanwhile China's new leadership has also advanced arguments 

to justify new political line and new course of economic 

development, of course, every thing is debatable in politics, 

so is Chinasnew development strategy. 

Since China adopted the Modernization Programme, her 

economic structure has been considerably changed and by 

2. Maurice J. Meisner, "the Chinese Rediscovery of Karl Marx: 
Some Reflection on postMaoist Chinese Marxism," 

Bullet in~ r concerned Asj ~n Scholars, July 1985 .p. 2. 
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inplications political reforms are also underuay. Today 

Chinese are ready to abandon even Marxist tenets in favour 

of ''Pragmatis~•, Naturally China•s neu ideology has raised 

several relevant questions, some of them are : What has ch-

anged in China? Why? Is it because of any political-econo

mic crisis? All such questions have stirred up unusually st-

rang reactions throughout the world and have caused sharp 

division of opinion about China's new policy. One interpre

tation of recent developments in Chine is that the multitudes 

of innovations si~ce the death of Mao donot represent a rev-

ersal of basic policy. Rather were designed to cope with 

newly arising problems or to correct former mistakes and ex

cess.3 Post l'!ao leadership has been g.~ppling uith all kind 

of political-economic problems. And, there is no den¥inq 

that China has raised so many questions as they have solved. 

In order to grasp the politics of Modernization it is 

imperativo to analyse later complex developments as the 

necessity for reform, reasons and problems in policy shifts 

in China. 

In China as a result of redecovering Marxism, China's 

fa.Udal. Past is no more recognised as a boon to China's 

Social! st Construction. China still suffers from the weight 

of its long history, a past which manifests itself in the 

present both in the form of a heritage of economic backward-

ness and the pers!stenc& of a deeply inqrained 'feudal 

3. China since Mao (Editorial), Monthly Review Summer 1978 
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conciousness•. New Chinese leadership has realized that 

the economic and idelogical burdens of the past make the 

development of Socialism far more difficult & legnthy 

process than hither to anticipated. 4 lenin had remarked 

that the more backward the country, the more difficult 

its transition from capitalism to Socialism. Contrary to 

this, Mao believed that the backwardness were destined to 

soon overtake the advance. However, toqay this popular Ma

oist nation is being refuted and condemned as 'utopian' 

and reactionary. The Post Mao leadership sees the main 

contradiction between advanced production relation and ba-

ckward productive forces. Hence, to develop productive 

forces ls an obj active necessity. To develop the social 

productive forces is one of the basic tasksof the dicta-

torship of the proletariat and to bring about such deve

lopment with technical innovetion & technical revolution 

as the prime mover , constitutes · an important aspects 

continueing the revolution under the protetarian dictator

ship.5 

Indeed, the Chinese revolution had by-passed capita

lism, in the life time of Mao, it was believed that yet 

uncorrupted by capitalism China was closer to the reali-

zation of socialism then the industrialized countries of 

4. Maurice J. Meisner, op cit p.9. 

s. linkang, "Isit necessary to develop the productive forces 
in the continuing the revolution," Peking Revis~, January 
2 7' 1 9 78. p. 6. 
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uest. Nou the Chinese no more cherish such a nation, rat

her the absence of a full & genuine capitalist phase of 

development in modern Chinese history is regarded as a 

great historical tragedy. If China avoided many of the 

evils of capitalism, it suffered all the more because the 

abortiveness or capitalism facilitaied the persistence of 

its pernicious feudalheritage and that heritage survived 

into post revolutionary era, distorting_ the political & 

economic life of the neu society. 6 

To over come economic backwardness, the new lead-

ership emPhasised theneed to speed up economic construction 

under the plan of four Modernizations'. Dang Xiaoping 

lighlighted the four Modernization at the opening cere• 

mony of the National Science Conference of China, asserted 

that the crux of the four ~odernization was the mastery 

or Modern Science and technoloqy. Without modern science 

and technology, it would be imposible to build modern aqr-

!culture, modern industry or modern national defence. Wi-

thout a high speed development of science & technology it 

is imposible to develop the national economy at high speed. 7 

Moreover, Marxism consistently hold that science & techno

logy are part or the productive forces. 

Modernization is not simply an economic question, it 

is a serious political question • Socialist construction 

in post revolutionary China has not reached to a dead end. 

6. Maurice J. Meisner, op.cit, pp9.10. 

7. Oeng X iaoping • .2E.•..ill• p.1 0. 



Strategy & policy shifts sugnests that China is looking 

for its own course of development. Marxist believe that 

socialist systems are superior. In the final analysis 

this is because the socialist system can created hiqher 

labour productivity & make the national economy develop 

faster tt-en capitalism. Slogans like 'catching up uith 

west' & overtaking the industrial achievements of advanced 

capitalist countries, are apparently based on this und

erstanding. After having accompli~edsocialist Moderniza

tion. Chine could complete uith western countries and 

supersede them. 

Some observers have criticised policy shift in China, 

they pointed out that the radical revolutionary slogans 

have been replaced by the four modernization andthe present 

leadership no longer places much emphasis on the purity of 

ideology. The revolutionary party has became a construct-

ional party & China is no lonqer a revolutionary country. 

In this reoard, the Chinese intellectuals Ran tuo & zhao~ 

Ting Sheng have tried to answer these question. They 

argued that can China be a socialist country without modepn 

industry' Modern agricultureand modern Science & Culture? 

Moreover, the old relations of production which hamper 

the development of the productive forces to develop social 

production so as to eventually eradicate the social sources 

of poverty, ignorance & backwardness. 8 China's long Cher-

!shed ieeal is to turn this poor & backward country into 

an independent,prosperous & powerful state. 

8. Rentao, zhen tingsheng; "Why a change in emphasis", 
Bejing Review, July3,1984, p.1~. 



Socialism can only be built on a foundation of highly 

developed productive forces large - scale production. That 

is why. in China, there is much emphasis on the necessity 

& desirability of inheritingboth the material & cultural 

legacies of uorld capitalism. Current leadership has 

explicitly stressed that Chinese socialism" will incor

porate many of the feature~ forms & practices historically 

associated wi h capitalism for many decade to come. 9 But 

it does not mean that China will pursue.capitalist moder

nization. They reiterated that China's modernization will 

be accumplished while adhering to socialism specific ques-

tion. Problems as they drop uill be dealt as the problem-

atic side effects of modernization. 

Over recent years, surprishingly Chinese Scholars have 

turned towards original texts of Marx and Engels, they have 

pursued inquiries into such provtouslyforbidden or neglect 

theoriticians as Kautsky, Luckas and gramsci and in the 

the rot i ca 1 areas. The concept of a 1 i enat ion, theory of 

the As-iatic mode of ~reduction etc. In contrast to the 

Mao period, when there was much Marxian idolooical fer-

vour but little study of Marx. We are presently wit-

ness~ng what is ~ndoubtedly the most intensive & serious 

era of Marxist scholarship in the history of China. 10 

Now Chinese scholars views history in a more orthodox 

Marxist fashionand recoqnise the objective laws of historical 

9. Carl Rishikin; "Masket, Maoism & Economic reform in China" 
In M Soldan & V.L.ppit (ed) the transition to socialism 
in China (M.E. shape) pp: 30 -

10. Maurice J. Meisner, ~cit, p.7. 



and eco~omic development. As Marx noted that economic laws 

exist also as natural laws. This is some what in contrast 

to Marxism, Mao believed in a highly voluntaristic faith 

in the ability of people armed with the proper uill of 

conseiousness to conquer all material business & mould 

social realityin accordance with their ideals & ideals. 

8ut riou, according to theirrecent discovery 'Objective 

laus cann't be changed at uill. Objective economic laws 

are inviolable & (those) uho violate them uill be 
11 punished. 

Post-Maoist Chinese Marxist theory Postpones · 

socialism & Communism to an indefinite time in tnefuture. 

The highest level of dev~lopment of productive forces is 

essential prerequisite fOr the emergence of a genuine soc-

iali st society & as China is an improv-ished & backward 

country 
1 

The road to travel is long & ardous one & the 

destionation lies far in the distance. In the meantime, 

human eneroies are to be devoted to productive uork, not 

to the buildinq of socialism but rather' to the t~k of 

constructing its necessary economic foundations. Nou the 

question is that if objective laws are'independent of 

man's uill' then it is in effect assured that real social 

changes are inpossible & people cannot change their 

destin,y• In a. uay this is in direct contraciction uith 

what socialism is all about. For the purpose of socialism, 

after all, is to crratecondition in which the people can 

conciously direct the course of social deuelopment. 12 

11, Huchiao Mu; "Observe Economic laus speed up four 
modernization" Peking Review, November 10, 1978 p.7. 

12. See China since Mao (Editori~l), Monthly Rel(!e.!!,, 1978. 
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Broadly, the sweeping changes taking place, specially 

after f!~c p c Congress, can be analysed in term of theory 

(Chinese Marxism) and practice. Over emphasis on Modern!-

zation is the reflection of theoretical understanding of 

China's Con~reteobjective conditions. In certain spheres 

which is diqmetrically opposit or the Maoist- pP.rspective 

of permanent. revolution. As Modernjzation has been the 

crux of whole development strategy since the last one decade. 

precisely the entire theoretical exercise has been done to 
' , provide ideological support fdr the pliccy of four Modern-

ization and above all, for the ne~ regime itself. 
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THE FOUR MODERNIZATION : A NEW OI~ECTION 

In the ~aka of changes in the Chinese Communist party's 

leader ship Mao's success ore formula ted new policies as a 

rational response to deficiences in the Marxist experiment 

as a remedy for China's development goals and problems. 

Modernization is treated as a struggle ageist the past. 

New China is devoted to economic construction & Modernize-

tion of agriculture, industry, national -derence & science & 

technology so as to build a powerful socialist country. 

Without consolidating the dictatorship of the protetariat, 

the bouroeoise cannot b~ finally defe~trd. Socialist re-

la t ion of pr od11C+- ion must be fall owed by its own tF'chriical 
13 & industrial revolution •• 

Ideology, in China has been reduced to Modernization •• 

Economically china has been implementing the principles of 

readjustment, restructuring consolidation & improvement as 

we~l as the policy of opening itselr to the outside world 

& invigorating the domestic economy. After the arrest or 

the left leadership (Gang of four) in October 1975, a con

siderable time was devoted to preparing & executing the po

litical change of direction & rehabilitating demoted & 

imprisi oned:adrea. This was a time of much confusion : 

New & old ideas were in open combat & uncertai'rty prevailed 

13. linKang, op.cit., pp .10 
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about the ultimate extent & duration of the changes occu

rring.14 Zhbu Enlais four modernization speech to the fo

rth National party Congress. in 1975to develop productive 

forces uas refered by Hua guafeng, later it uas uidely 

propagated. 

Hua guafeng announced the ten year plan at the firet 

session of the fifth National Party Congress in februa~y 

1978. This plan manifested a sense of urgency about growth, 

Hua, attacking the policies of past, which it alleged has 

caused enormus economic losses, He proposed a series of 

ambitions targets to make up for the lost time. In a way 

this plan had been resurrected zhou Enla~s four modernize-

tion and a neu set of policies emerged uhich reverted these 

principles of production in several sp her~ economic stra-

cture, growth rate, incentive, the role of market & sino-

foreign economic times. By then, China 1.1as to have~

eve parity or superiority with respect to the advanced 

industrial countries in output of major industrial products, 

basically automated theirproduction & Mechanized as( 
1 5 agriculture. 

The over ambitions ten year plan did not bring 

satisfactory results, rather it adred to the difficulties 

already faced by the economy. Most economistsin China, as 

cribe the failure of the pl&n mainly because imblances in 

the development of the national economy. The rate of ace-

umulation was too high & investment in heavy industry yaa 

inadequate, other factors like over centralization & bur

eacratic system of economic planning & management had 

14. earl Riskin, op cit., p.258 
15. Ibid, p.2S9 
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been the obvious reason of the fiasco. 

Ability to construct a reasonable micro economic plan 

uas lacking, economist & techicians were not given an imp

ortant role in plan making even most of them could not oat 

data about the national economy. On the other hand, many 

planners lacked the technical knouledge and need for econ

omic planf'i ng. In addition, most intellectua 1 s uere not 

party members & therefore could not make important decis

ions about production. 16 

The economic Readjustment was Put forth in the middle 

of 1979, it meant recentralization, strengthening the 

central Govt. control of planning finnace &inVestment dec

ision making the Readjustment was supposed to solve the . . 

problems of imbalances in the national economy, inflation 

17 & deficit spending. Like ten year plan, the results of 

the Readjustment have not been encouraging. 

Over the last ten years, if any thing has drastically 

changed in China, that is agricultural sector. China's 

reform programme in agriculture rejects the past policies 

of large scale labour mobilization & communal self-reliance 

in favour of commercialization _ana individual inGtive. for peasants 

diversi ficati.on of the rural ·acorio"my,. dB'Centraliz.ation of farm 

management, production specialization, crop selection in 

16. Edmund lee; "Economic Reform in Post- Mao China :an 
insideers vieu", Bulletin of concerned Asian scholars 

1983. pp.16- • 

1 7. ill!!t p. 23 
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accord with com~rative advantage expansion of free 
18 

market, shift toward household based. Modernization of 

a agricult~re means to raise per unit yield by a big margin 

so as to make China a country of all round high agricultu

ral yields in the world to make enormous increase in labour 

productivity, to bring about fundamental changes in the 

basic conditions of ferm production •. 

from 1958 onward, the peoples commun·e had been the 

primary organ~aational & economic, political & social unit 

in the countryside, for almost twenty years. The Commune 

system was the culmi-nation of coffectivization process, 

during great leap forward. A variety of political & ec-

anomie goals were hoped to achieve through the commune 

Politically, the communes aimed to establish collective 

social relationship in order to bring socialist ownership. 

£conomically to achieve effective structure for accumulat-

ion & development & to mobilize & manage large amount of 

rural labour. 19 Local government at the province used to 

send production target to each commune 1 in----

practice the communes directly controlled production & 

were responsible for comple·tion of state purchase quotas. 

As cadres of the c p c were in power & as the accountinq 

system was not efficient, £conomicallycadres were in adva

ntageus position. Political people & cadre used to cont

rol production & distribution, despite the fact the they 

knew little about agriculture. Thus the cadre received 

18. Vivienne Shue; "The New Course in Chinese agriculture" 
Annals 476. November 1984, pp.74-84. 

19. Greg O' leary & Andrew Watson; "Economic Co-operation 
Revisited: New directions in Chinese aqriculture" in 
5rahan young {ed),Chiha--Oilemmas of moder~izat!o~{London) 
troom Helm 1985, p.1 



privileges and arb:i.tary . leadership in the production pro

cess which gave rise to ' work slow down' & retarded ag-
20 ricultural growth. Another reason for the communes 

faiture was the question of size, as they were too big 

& too small at once. They were considered big because of 

their tendency to organize peasant labour in large 

groups to work on large fields or construction projects 

the communes actually stood in the w3y of the development 

of natural r~ral market of modern enterprise to serve 
21 peasants needs. 

Agricultural growth was far from beinq satisfactory, 

though undersocialism, chinese agriculture had developed 

enough to support twice the population of 1 949. In the 

background of dismantling the commune system, evidently the 

rich experience of two decades worked alot particularly 

from the ten year plan the Chinese leaderdhip drew some 

lessons such as : 

i) Bureaucratic control of t l'e economy had to be 

reduced and politically oriented managers had 

to be replaced by technically oriented managers 

and worker given a significant role in 

enter~ise 

ii) Economic planning & decision makinq had to make 

use of market machanism & pricing system had to 

express the relation between social demand & 

supply. 

20. Edmund Lee, op cit, p. 18. 

21. Vivienne shue, op.c ., p.76. 
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iiJ ) Enterptise needed greater autonomy in deciding 
22 uhat, hou & houmuch to produce for the market. 

There uas no alternative except restructuring the 

people's communes. After realizing this quite soon produ

ction responsibility system was introduce in the agrarian 

sector. A number of observers have called it "decellecti-

vization" & have even equated the development of market & 

production for the market with "Capita~ism". The question 

of procuction incentive has aluays b~a1 a difficult & 

cont~ntidUS issue in socialist plan ing. 23 Household res

ponsibility system (HRS~) uas introduced in China from 1979. 

Soon after major changes followed in the sphere Of produc-

tion relation under Hqss team cease to function as the 

b8sic production & accounting unit. Each household is 

allotted a certain amount of land for cultivation, depe

nding on the family size. for the purpose of agricultural 

productive activities, the commune system is still intact 

& is run by an elected body, But its:civil & police powers 

are now vested in a separate body, t~ town ship government 

22. Edmund Lee. op.cit. p.18 

23. Utsa Patnaik; "three communes & a production brigade. 
The contract reponsibility system in China," Social 
Scientist November/December 1987. pp. 34-35. 
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which also runs industrial & other enterprises. 

Each peasant household centres into· a contract with 

village committee (erstwhile Brigade) to produce a spPcific 

amount of output of different crops. From this output the 

seed requirements & direct consumption requirements are 

deductible & only the balance is required to be delivered, 

which is paid for at the quota price specir,ied in thecont-

tract. Any output producted in excess of the contracted 

amount belonos to trn household & it can be either sold 

it to the state or it may be sold on the "free market" 

village, fairs, roadside stalls etc. Individual households 

are alloued to buy equipment, transport vehicles. 24 

By the end of May 1983, some form of responsibility 

system uas re~ortedly used in 98.3% of all rural produ-

ction teams in China. This new system was a 

from the principle of collective-production, accounting & 

distribution. Although this was more radical depature 

however, the Chinese P easant household function within a 

collective structure of land ownership, collective ownership 

of non-land fixed assets, education, health facilities are 

still collective concerning communes development decisions 

are taken collectively. 

In China agrarian reforms (incentive for uork & 

production responsibility system) obtained great success 

& it bPcame widely eccepted-the agricultural production 

24. Ibid, pp.36.37. 
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structure was adjusted to facilitate ~pecialization. As 

the effect of these reforms. Rural people's quality of 

standard has dramatically improved. Output of major 

crops has increased, more than anticipated. Without ques

tion, the adoption of the responsibility syste~ have indu

ced an impressive spurt of growth in agriculture these 

reforms are actually threatening the rural cadres. The 

cadres are facing a dilemma, who had made. party uork their 

25 speciality. Consequently its political impact is going 

to be rar reaching. 

A debate regardino the role of 'market' in socialist 

planning is of lonqsta~ding. A socialist FConomy is esse

nt1ally a planned economy & a capitalist economy is a market 

economy. Therefore a socialist economy is incompitable 

with the market - A simple & absolute negation of market. 

Though the existence of commodity production & the law of 

value in a socialist economy is no~ recognized. It is as

sumed that the market uould be in- operative uhere ever 

planning functioned and vice-versa. Rejecting this notion, 

Chinese economist liu Guoquanq & zhao Renwei, argue that 

owing to oneside stress on planning to the neglect of the 

market, what to produce & how much to produce in the 

enterprise, is decided by higher authorities they fix targets 

25. Vivienne shue; op.cit., ppB3,B4,B6, 
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which means they fix the needis- production & production 

based on needs should be identical. 26 

Obviously usino the market in China is not the same 

as in the capitalist countries. One cannot neglect the 

facts that fnn ovation in socialist planninghave borne the 

fruits of development. Moreover the rural prosperity is 

sufficent to prove it. As there exist diverse economic 

form in China, it is difficult to make pr~cise estimates 

of a vast number of enterprises. 

In Mao• s opinion the communes, the Me oist model of 

development uas cornerstone of development and the great 

dividing line in the history of Chinese peoples' Republic. 27 

The technical possibilities for raising per acre output 

were overastimated. It took passive investment and labour 

to attend an already hiohly developed irriqation system 

uith little benefit. The second problem was the orqaniza

tional utopianism of the communes. The private sector was 

viewed uith great suspecious as a 'soil for nurturing cap

italism• & virtually eliminated. 

The institutional changes since 1978 have been acco-

mpanied by several other measures offectinc agriculture. 

Such as more freedom for private activities also the pro• 

ducing units autonomy was increased. The main slogan has 

become to take the lead in . gettinq rich. 28 The failure 

26. Liu Guaguono ~ Zhao Renuie ; "Socialist Economic Pl
anning & theMarket,·t Beijing Review, ~gust 3, 1978,p.B. 

27. Peter Nolan; "De-Collectivization of aqriculture inCh
ina 1978-82; A longer term perspective", Cambridge Jou
nal of Economics· 1983, 7 pp 381,82,84,86. 

28. ~ ' p. 394 
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of agricultural collective to perform adquately in terms 

of growth output & formers personal income in 1960s and 70s 

is ccrreotlyargued in favour of dismantling communes in 

China. 

The key to the four modernizatio~ is the modernlzat-

ion of science & technology. They have started re~tructur

ing & modernizing indigenous scientific & tnchnolorical 

capacities, in fact one of the many charges against the ' 

'Gang of four' & their followers after the death of Mao 

was their neglect of modern science & technology. They 

persecutedintellectuals and professional experts. This 

analysis is believed to be accurate by many observers & has 

been supported by dismal dataof technological retardation. 29 

There can be no rapid development of the economy, for that 

matter, professional researches have to play an important 

role, for they are the mainstay of scientific work. With-

out these professionals & expertise it uill be difficult 

to scale the heights of modern science & technology & exp

riment in a sustained uay. 30 

29. Jan.s. Psybyla, "Science & Technology in China", 
Current History, September 1983 p. 299. 

30. Oeng Xiaoping, op.cit., pp41,SO. 
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THE OPEN DOOR : CHINA'S NEW ECONOMIC POLICY 

LGeneral 

Premier zhao ziyan (Now Communist PartyLsecretary) in 1981 

denounce~ the idea of self sufficiency. Chinese economist 

beqan to study economic staqn~ation & backwardness in com

perision to western countries. Chinese saw the necessity 

to linking China with the world market, expending foreign 

trade, importing advanced technol~y,utilizingforeign cap

ital & enterprises into different forms of international 

economic and technological co-operations. In adrlition to 

the international factors favouringthe adoption of the open 

policy, China has domestic reasons of its own. Previously 

to engage in foreign ttade & accepting loans from abroad 

was viewed suspeciouslyby thecountry's socialist leadership. 

The new policy is a rejection of t~ old i~ea - i. e. a 

socia~ist society should not be open to outside world, be

cause they think that socialism might be tainted by the 

outside world & could loose its purity. Howsoever revolu

tionary this view may seem but in actuallity it is very 

backward. It snacks of parochial nationalism & has a tint 

of feudalism.
31 

The'opendoor' symbolizes China's sharp 

turn towards participation in tbe world market to speed 

31. Beijing Review, April 1, 1985, p.1S. 
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32 up economic growth and technological modernization. 

Arguing in favour of the open door policy Chinese 

social saientis~ asserted that economic relation of world 

market might help redistribution of uealth among·· the com-

petitors. In competition one may obtain what one previously 

lacked. 33 They ask why for instance, have Chinas bicycles 

had the same design for decades & why have thai r cost of 

quality fallen so far behins the level ·of the developed 

countries? One must look at productivity to answer such 

questions. Obviously the need of the hour· is to change 

the labour intensive economy into technology intensive 

economys. 

Some people legitimately doubt that the n·ew policies 

within a socialist transition will create dependency & do

mestic policies will be avoided by capitalist penetration. 

In fact to sea foreiqn trade & finance as exploitative 

will be a mistake, for it is mutually beneficial • It is 

used to import equipment & tPchnology uith both enables 

the country to reduce its dependence.on other imports & de

velop its own economic capacity to improve the people~ ma-
36 trial needs. 

32. Carl RisKin op.cit p.316 

33. !!!tjing Revieu April 1, 1985, pp21,22. 

34. larry Cannon; " Chi•rPB' open door", Third World Quaterly 
Vol. 6, 1984 p.720. 
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While expanded reliance on trade is an important part 

of China's new economic strategy. China has made a decision 

to encourage foreign private capital investment. In joint 

venture & even wholly foreign owned entetprises. New China 

has been participating in various international economic 

bodies, as IMf; the world bank and food & agricultural 

orgainzation. Thousands of Chinese students, engineers 

scientist one studying western countries, especially in 

United States. 

The open door policy is condidered to be justified 

on the various grounds by the present leadership. They 

denounce ~ the idea that open door policy will lead to 

dependency or capitalist penetration. They argue there 

is no danger of dependency, nor any real threat to social

ism, because the qualitv of trade & foreiqn finance invol

ved is small in relet ion to t t-e total economy. l'loreover 

there are adquate political & economic controJi , which 

cannot allow foreign firms to become dominant & exploi

tation of the open door policy will not permit capitalist 

encrochment, so long ae there are kept within limits 

second thing, the capitalist system is so discredited now. 

That the 'restoration of capitali.sm' cann•t be thought of 

in China. Of course, some of the form sin which 'spiritual 

pollutions are appearing
1

have been indentified as criminal, 

corrup~ion, smuggling, embezzlement etc. are being dealt with 
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a concurrent campaign of prosecu-tions of heavy 

35 sentencing. 

The new policies are a means to qet inereasedaccess 

to fpreian technoloqy & capital in order to improve the 

economy. To attract foreign capital, China has to ahoy 

Mutual benefit" in : s~ch enterprises, this mutual benefits 

can be demostrated only when they encouraged & concess: 

is given to them. Thus any form of foreign capital which 
ing 

brings Technology into economy is seen us as brin~/benefit 

to China. 

A series of reforms have affected almost every area 

of management practice. Today industrial enterprises are 

managed differently. Reforms could be seen, especially 

as the criteria for Judging enterprise success. The 

financing of investment the business powers enterprise 

managenats & the incentive offered to workers, the 

reforms have coincided with truly sweeping changes in 

the agriculture sector, that have been quite successful 

in raising aqricultaral productivity. Although a coherent 

reform model has not emerged as yet, 36 At least to date, 

China has developed her approach to reform industrial man-

agement systen as there was the expansion of enterprise 

autonomy. In making business decision, various banks 

35. Ibid, p.731 

36. Andrew G. Walder, "China's Industry In Transition", 
Annals of the American, Academy of Political and 
Social Sclences,November,19B4 p.53 
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are being constructed to scrutinize enterprisas for credit 

worthness. further, autonomy includes an increasedpropos-

ition of their profit in excess of targeted amounts, & they 

can use, these funds, within certain limits for plant 

renovation, minor expansion of welfare and housino for t 

37 their employees. The role of the market os gaininq out 

put by Motivatinq producers in various ways, enterprise 

management has been urga:d to stress materiaincentiva schemes 

nou incentive offered managers and enterprise and more 

importantly administrative decentralization, 

China has implemented these measures and has gone 

stme uhat further. Many enterprises nou hare the ability 

to market output above their quotas and to procure suppl-

ies for this above quota production independently. Reform 

in China, also includes changes in the index for judging 

enterprise peformance, planning agencies , rely inceasingly 

on indirect control over enterprise activities. Accounting 

for capital co·st s as a part of the costs of production, 

manipulation of interest rates on loans for investment funds, 

allowing enterpriseto retain certain percentaoe of profit 

over targeted amounts and the use of various taxes to enc-

ourage or penalize certain kinds of management behaviou~. 

Most notably, enterprise now retain laroer portions of th-

air profit to form an incentive fund to be distributed to 

employees in the form of bo~uses. This effort to link 

37. ~ ' pp 64,65. 
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employee pay to the ever all profitability of the 

enterprises. As reoard reform, China has not blindly 

copied any single country but has sought to tailor its 

reform package to meet its own needs. 38 Why is reform 

necessary in China? It may be said that because the 

Soviet . type of planning of china economy and the 

degenerated impact of cultural . revolution led to a 

crisis, with the system not functioning at its best 

potential. 

38. Ibid , p.69 
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REFORMS IN POLITICAL SYSTEM: 

SOCIALISM WITH DISTINCTIVE CHINESE CH~RACTERISTICS 

Since the demise of Mao, the Chinese have been trying 

to reform the political system so as to reduce the level of 

political coercion, increase the use of rational & legal 

Process: put talented people into responsible positions, 

enhance : their capacity to base decision on program:S:ic 

criteria & restore & strengn-then the legitimacy of the 

policy. They have tried to revgmp their political sys-

tam since 1977, like related efforts 1~ economies, These 

political changes are a reaction to the enormous 

problems that Mao bequethed his successors uhen he 

(l;; -~ 
/I:~· -_ -~}. e d in 1976.

39 
Since the third plenary session of the 

1 1~ ~ J th central 

~--.. · :~ ureaucratic 

committee held in december 1978. The 
I 

reforms & serarating party from government, 

have been tuo major areas of political reforms in China. 

The thrust on separating party from government 

means the party central commit tee should ex:ercise 

political leadership in all fields uhich means that it 

formulates politics principles, decides the broad guide 

line, makes major policy decision concerning international 

affairs, foreign affairs, economy & defence & recommened 

people for leading post in state organizations. It was 

envisaged that the local party Committee at provincial 

39. Kenneth lieberthal, "Chir 's political Reforms: A Net 
Assessment", Annals of ~~e American Academy of Politi
cal and Social Scienca;fq Cf4_p_p:19, z.o-;--



municipal & country level should exercise political 

leadership by carrying out the line formulated by the 

party Central Committee. Moreover, their responsibility 

was to carry direction form higher organization & party Ce

ntral Committee to ensure the implementation in the local 

areas, also to propose policy decision on important local 

issues, to recommend cadresfor key post in local state orq-

ens, _to Co-ordinates the activities of the various local 

organization. Party Committee in enterprise must play a 

i role. 40 superv sory 

There are a number of problems in the system of 

party & state leadership, such as an over concentration of 

power, The confusion of rpsponsibility ~etween the party 

& government, the usurpation of oovernment functions by the 

party, the existence of a patriarchalsystem and life-long 

tenure of office by leading Cadres. 

The long term objective of the political restructuri~g 

& to build up a socialist political system, hichly effic

ient, fullof vigor, and with a high degree of democracy and 

a complete legal svstem. The short term objective is to 

overcome brueaucracy & feudal influence& build on leadership 

system. That helps improve efficiency & vigor & brings the 

initiativeof various quaters into Qreater play. 

The deepening of t t'B ongoing reform of the economic 

structure makes reform of the political structure increas-

ingly urgent. Without reform of the political structure, 

reforms in other Sectors cann't succeed in the end • 

40. Zhanziyan, "on separatina ~arty from qovernment", 
Beijin Review, December, 14-20, 1987, p.14 
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Dang Xiaoping's speech to the politibureau of the Central 

Committee in August• 1980, is a guide to reform of the 

political structure, As the Communist Party continues to 

be the leading force in boildino Socialism in China. In 

the new situation party's leadership can be stregnthened 

only by improving the system, methods and stvle of leaders

hip. This time China has to solved the long standing prob

lems, such as the lack of distinction between fuctions of 

party and government. This old problem of socialist polit

ics requires the separation of functions it the party & 

the government. Party should not monoplize mass orqanizat

ions enterprise & institutions rather part should exercise 

political leadership. Deng Xiaoping pointed out that when 

there is no destinction between party and government, the 

party's position is in factaouered and its leadership wea

kened. Only when the two are separated is . possible for 

the party to 8 nsure its leadership. 

Over concentration of power also includes the con

centration of all power of arass-rcots in the hands of 

leading orqanization at hiaher l~vels, on the one hand, 

the leading organs have taken char~e of many matters which 

they should not, and cann't h·andle efficientl1 qetting 

bogqed down in rontine work. On the other hand, the grass 

roots units lack the power to make decisions and as a 

result peoplelack the initiative. The present leadership 

see the solution of this problem in delegating power to 
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louer levels. 
sm 

Bureaucratic/remains one of the seriOUSproblems in 

the political life of party and the state. The bureacratic 

reforms in the most crucial for stability of the politi-

cal leadership & continuity of the policy line in making 

the state apparatus more efficient for economic development. 

The central party leaders promoted to leadership positions 

a new set of cadres who are "revolutionized bet~er educat-

i ll t ."' . n41 ed, profess ona y compe enu and younqer. To ensurR 

the smooth progress of the structural reform, to make 

appropriate personnel changes to beresttuctured is abso

lutely essential. 

Administrative reforms at the provincial level started 

in the later Part of 1 082. After recogani zat ion of the C n

tral Committee readjustment at the leadership was completed 

in March 1983. Provincial reform began with .reoganization 

of the Central organs, with secretaries and provincial 

party Committee. 42 

The emphasis of the current reform of the Personnel 

System relating to cadres is on establishing a system of 

Public Service. The public servants are to be Classified 

in: two categories: those handling political affairs & those 

doing professional work. Public servants in the political 

affairs category would be those tenure in office will be 

for a specified period of time. The Central Committees 

41. Hong Yung Lee, "Evaluations for China's Bureaucratic 
Reforms", Annula of the American Academy of political 
and social Sciences November 1984, p.34. 

42. Ibid., p.36. 
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of the party & local party Committees at union levels 

will recommend candidates in the political affairs cats-

gory at the corresponding levels to the national or local 

peoples' Congress. Public servants in the professional work 

category, whose tenure in office is to be permanent, will 

also be menag~d in accordance with the law governing Public 

Servants. For posts in this category, people will have to 

pa as to statutr)ry ex ami nation based on a n open competition. 

The Job responsibility of such Public Servants will be cle-

defined cl their performance will be e\l!luated their 

promotion, de·motion, reward and punishment will be based 

mainly en their work results • Competition is also being 

proposed into th3 selection of ot:her professionals. In 

alltrades & profession it has been proposed diverse methods 

& system, with distinctive feature of their own should be 

developed to facilitate the growth of different types of 

43 specialist & enterpren~aurs • However the bureacucratic 

technocrat should be distinguished from professions who 

receive job-related training prior to taking bureacratic 

positions. 

A structural unit lies with a political consideration 

that any leadership cannot avoid, no politicalfunction can 

pursue pur~ly objective creteria for Personnel Management 

to the extend of under mining its awn power position. This 

is true about China also, so techno· ates will not be totolly 

replaced by the red politicians. Some political Sci~ntis~s 

43. Zhao Ziyan, "Political report 13th Nation Conqress," 
Ne~ From China issued b1 Emaassy of the peoples Republic 
of China No 137, Octobe 25, 1987 New Nelhi. 
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have opined that what are needed are not only techno -

crats but also political managers. Industrialization does 

not necessarily accompany political democratizationm Chinese 

political system, they characterize as authoritarian. 44 

But Oeng Xiaoping seems quite clear about this fact when 

he saya --------or course, democratization, like modernize-

tion must advance step by step. The more socialism develops, 

the more democracy develop--------45 

One important thing about Socialist democracy is 

that it is inseparable from a socialist legal system, leu 

is viewed as a principal tool for the achievement of s 

socialist Justice. So=ial stability & economic development 

mainly these three Motivations sebms to have triggered china's 

lau reform movement towards reqular & predicatable legal 

process. These Motivations are firstly a popular demand for 

legal protection aqainst erbitary behaviourbY party or qov

ernment officials or other citizens. Secondly the need for 

a systematic network of rules of procedures in civil, 

economic & commercial lau to attract & protect foreign 

capital & techonology. Chinese legal education has oe-

ared upto respond~ domestic demands for persenal security. 

Social stability of economic predicatability · & rationality 

and to attract foreign capital & technology throuqhthe acc

omplishment of these specific task. 46 

44. Hang Yung lee, op.cit, p.46. 

45. Ari~dam Sen, "Theory & Pratic of building Socialism" 
liberation July 1987, p.3. 

46. q. Randle Eduars, " ~n ordervieu of Chinese lau & legal 
Education " Annals of the American Academv of Political 
and Social Sciences Novem'- ·r 19'84 p.41. 
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Today the criteria of judqing the bureacracy, stem 

from the reali7ation that it has br-come a serious bbsta:cle 

to further reform. Ho~ever, some from of bureaucratic str-

ucture is necessary to run any lerge, Complex unit, from a 

nation to a corporation. The trouble comes when the struc-

ture fails to serve or even iD'Ipedes the very purpose for 

which it was establiahed. 47 Since 1980, there has been 

much discussion how to combat bureaucracy and improve 

Socialist democracy. Some reforms have been carried out, 

such as ~1iminating the life-tenure system for afficials, 

democratic elect ion or a number of ceders streamlining & co-

mbining economic or governmental units and so on. 

Recently, there has been much debate among Chinese 

economist, political scientists & officials about the exact 

details & structural reforms, but there is ~ide spread aq-

reement on certain basic principles. the emerqing system 

should combine someform of Central Planning with a large 

degree of decentralized authority • Commodity Production 

& market forces must be allowed to play a qreater role with

in the planned economy. Collective enterprise & small-

scale private enterprises are an impotant supplement to the 

48 state-run sector of the economy. 

4 7. Zheng She, "Blight of Bureaucracy & some cures", 
Main stream April 1988 p.6. 

48. Ibid, p.3s. 
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Prior to 1978, it ~as common for a high ranking 

party official to hold a corresponding executive position 

in the govt. or the military, thus one key person & his follo

wer could monopolize all the core positions bet~een 1978 & 

1983, this practice was almost abol.ished.one of the cons

picious development is that some educated individuals are~ 

also being btoughtinto executive positions. Many of these 

had been Purged & vilified during Mao's last years have 

now been given responsible position. Post l'lao leader ship 

believed that non of the foregiving measures is a punacee 

although it may contribaic to the systems stability to reach 

good decisions and to respond quickly to changing circ-

umstances. 49 

Dang Xiaoping has putforth 'four basic principles 1 

they demand that the communist party remain the sole leading 

party in China, Marxism leninisft and Maozedong thought 

remain·· as the basic ideological system. The Socialist 

path & the peoples d.fch=t';orship remains the country's state 

system for the indefinite future. 

there is no longer a cut of personalty that permits 

one individuals to be the unquestioned arbiter of major 

policies. The position of party chairman has been abolished 

& four major organs the poliburd, st~te council secretariat 

& Central advising commission - to make policy. In 

last year on the first two existed. Many peasants 

have ber;J.f !.ted enormously in material terms from the 

recent reforms, red guards, by contract, have oenerally 

4~Kenneth Liebuthal, np.cit p.24 
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50 aside. But the same time, there are sharp 

conceptual limits to the scope of the reforms, as the leading 

reformers are basically Leninist. It will be simply inapp

ropriate to proclaim the success or failure of China's Post 

Mao political rPforms. 

Till today, the implementation of reforms have been 

surrrishinglysuccassful in re.iu-11enatino t'oa economy. Nine 

years of reforms have passed in China, the policies of the 

reformers have brought tangible benefits to the nation & to 

51 its c itize:n s, The policies themselves have became accep-

table & entrenched, making it more difficult to overturn 

them. The chinese leadership will probably continue. 

Since 1978 Oeng has been the chief architect of china's ref-

orm & opendoor policies & the Prime Mover of China's foreign 

policy. 12th C PC Congress held in 1982, formally endorsed 

the Dengist ;policy line. In addition, a large number of ·~ 

Dengist were elected to Central Party organs, including 

HuYao bang, who assumed leadership of the party as General 

Secretary. Hua was instrumental in Dang's political asced-

oncy. 

The partv's high command consists of the "three 

echelons·" of 1 aadership. The first echelon of leaders are 

the most senior statesman uho are in their eighties & con

tinue to decide,"China's major policies", the second echelon 

of leaders cooprises top party & state officials who are in 

their 60s&70s & the thi~d echelon of leaders are in their 

50s or vounget• The China Communist Party leadership system 

is based on th3 rule of man in t.thich politics is highly 

50. Ibid, p.30. "~l~P1,/'It~\t J.l>~.>j.~3 
51. Chrisopher M. clarke,KChi~~·s reform programme", Current~~~hr~ 

Yic+o=,, = 1 0 2 1pg• n"" 
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Pernonalized & lnst~utionalized. 52 

THE PRIMARY STAGE Of SOCIALISM 

The acting party General Secretary zhao ziyan, 

Now confirmed to the pest, declared at the 13th National Co

ngress, that China was in the 'Elementary Stage of Socialism", 

This entirely now concept in Marxism Leninism, zhao ziyan 

attributed its parentage to Dang Xiaoping. This concept 

has tuo meanings; China has already entered the stage of 

socialism & uill centi,ue in that direction & secondly, 

on the other hand, the Socialist svstem is fatr from perfect 

& it will take a long time to make it so. 53 

The Central theme for the 13th congress was, indeed, 

political reform ahao ziyan in his political report identif-
I 

iad Chinese Socialism in in primary stage. Three basic 

characteristicsof primary stage of socialism are first, China 

has been building socialism its productive forces have grown 

enormously. But productivity is still very low, & so is the 

degree of socialized & community production, secondly the 

Socialist relntion of production have been established and 

are developinq continu·o usly but the public distribution of 

system accordinq to work are still imperfect & thirdly, the 

basic political system of Socialism has been predominant but 

people's democracy is far from .ample in scope & depth. 54 

52. Persis H. Chang !!China after Dang: toward the 13th CCP 
Congress". Problems of Communism Ma~.June 1987 p.32. 

53. Bha bani Sen Gupta," Burial· of Mao thought Statesman lllw.l'!:. 
1984, friday, p.5. , 

54. Tang Chung, n A New Da~Jtl in r~~"'""~ n Statesman Nov'. 24, 19Q;?p.5 
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zhao analyses the development of socialis~ in China,that 

Socialism has emerged from thewomb of a semi-colonic 

& semi-feudal Society, with tl"e productive forces lagging 

fa~ behind those of capitalist contries, thus the develo-

pment of China through a very lono primary stage. During 

this stage, accomplishment of industrilization commercial~ 

ization,socialization & modernization of production is the 

i •t 55 pr orl. y. 

Zhao ziyan also raised a host of issues like China. 

is not in the situation as envisaged by the fQ.Jnders of Mar-

xi em, in which social! sm is built on the basis of highly 

developed Capitalism, nor exactly in t~ same situation as 

other socialist countries Therefore China cannot blindly 

folbw what b~oks say, not can they mechanically initiate the 

example of other countries. Rather China is proceeding from 

its actual conditions integratingthe basic principles of 

Marxism with those conditicns. Hence, in China socialism 

will bear distinctive Chinese charactristics. 

It is envis~aged that the primary stage of socialism 

will be accomplished by 2050 and the principle contradiction 

duringthe present stage, is the contradiction between grou- ~ 

ing national and cultural needs of the people & backward 

production. In this stage poverty & backwardness uill be 

put an end. The Chinese leadership ~uled out the possibil

ity of Capitalist restoration, just b~.cause limited space 

55. Bhabani Sen Gupta; op.cit p.5 
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and scope one allowed for the Capiliat mode of production 

and the state permits the co-existence of two system 

Socialist system in the mainland & Capitalist systemin Hong 

Kong & Tait.ian• In fact both of theroad to socialism has 

not ended with 13th Congress adoption of ~·theDeng Thesis. 56 

WHITHER CHINA? : THE DEBATE CONTINUES 

After the death of Mao, the policy changes in China, 

have been subject to varying interpretations & lively debate. 

The new developments in China have been sending shock waves 

~all·qverthe World. The new leadership uas blamed for making a 

reversal of the Socialist road, and was condemned as a 

Capitalist roader • So~e of the China watchers, saw China's 

new development path as the burial of Mao's thought, they 

believe that chine Is no more a socialist country or it is 

fast ee:3sing to be. They .are unhappy with uhat is happening . 

in China today. It is a deviation from the model of Socia

lism as defined by Mao & seemingly a problematic deformat

ion. They advance some arguments viz the private owner

ship of certain means of production. The crAation of new 

regional imbalances. distributive in-equality res~l.ting 

from demographic cause, and the corru~ticn, val~as & 

ch2nges of attitude arising frOm freer contacts uith other 
57 systems. 

I 

56.See, "Elementary staqe of socialism~in Economic Political 
Weekly November 14, 1987. 

57. Arindum sen, OE• cit. p.e. 
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Charles Bettelheim, a French Sinologist, while 

resi&ning from France's, Chinese Friendship Association, 

le:vel8dthe charges against Chinese leoolfShip that a 

revisionist linal.s presently tri·u·!Dpling in China, 

productive primacy over relationpredominates. The 

strucgle against bo\.U".geoLds rights Ja scarcely mentioned 

any more the problem of the existen:.e of the bou·r.Qeoui6e 

in the party is jucgled away factory reaulations becom

ing oppressive, the struggle against the two superpower 

has gradually been replaced by a struggle against Social~ 

imperialist alone.58 

There are some people, who have remarked that the 

ongoing reforms in China seems reasonable in the papers, 

but are poll tically dynamic. It the world watches Olina, 

one of the reasons is that Ol.ina' a reforms are be ill« in

terpreted as her apparent deviation from the Marxist 

path, the foreign press is always alert to suggest that 

Marxism is dead in China & sign of Capitalism are 

visible there. 59 

Will China go Capitalist ? has been a debatable 

issue. One school of analyst believe that officially 

she may never but · she may eventually adopt a structure 

of property rights which resumbles or functions in the 

58. Charles Bettelheim, "letter of resignation• Monthly Review 
July 1978 pp.11,12. 

59. ~ynn .P.ann, rr.ne New Cllinese Revolution" Harmish Hamilto·n 
G·reat Britain 1987 p.4. 
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manner of a Capitalist economy. Others conclude a little 

differently using political Criteria China may have abon

dened stalin . she may have abond oned Marx, but by the one 

remaining measures, Lenins China will continue to be a 

Communist State.60 

In fact what is happening in QU.na cannot be under

stood in terms of abstract theory, neglecting the peculiar 

Socio-political conditions,specific feat~es of the history 

of revolutionary process, Particular-traits of national 

tradition & .psychology. Those who think the Marxism -

leninism is beins silently disC'arded in China, their for

mulation can be counter argued that many of at present 

Chinese policies do accord with lenins formulation such 

as state Capitalism, concession to foreign Capital, indus

trial and economic management. As presently most extensive 

and serious research in Marxi sm is being done. Olina 

cannot opt for capitalist system for that would amount 

to rejectingthe gloriousrevolution st~gg~ and tremendous 

matrial achievements since liberation of China, put to it 

in the ~rds' of maurice J. Meisner, an American sinologist, 

China is allowing a fuller scope of Capitalist relation 

under Socialtam. It is 'Capitalism without Capitalist".61 

60. ~ • p.5. 

61. Maurice J. Meisner; op. cit. p.6. 

·"" 
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Marx did not ·'llvisage Socialism under vastly 

different circumstances which would traversed a consi

derabll different course than he for-saw. Marx expected 

revolution in advanced capitalist countries but in reality 

revolution took plaQe in backward contries. So the rulin! 

prole~4riat of the backward countries had to learn to Co

exist with the bourge~ui~eof the advanced countries. 

Currently Chinese Social Scientist are seriously 

studying Marxism. Su zhaozhis article 'developing Marxism 

gnder contemporary conditions deserves attention, !or his 

innovating ideas. Shaozhi points out that the existing 
. 

Marxist doctrine may not be necessar~ly adquate to explain 

the contempory national & international reality, becausee 

tre~~eilddu a <• changes have take·n place in all walks of li~e. 

The shift development of Science & technology in 20th 

century the Post - War Capitalist economy has adopted many 

reforms and as a result Capitalist Politics has greatly 

changed. A host of questions have posed a challenges 

to Marxism. 

But this does not mean that Marxiam is ,_,crisis or 

on the verge of bankrupt~y., as many western analyst 

say so~ On the contrary, Scientic analysis of these 

problems will provide unlimited motive forces to Marxism. 62 

What is important tr.tts .. is to use Marxist ·method -to analyse the 

need· for change and reform. 

China is grappling with specific problems 

and trying to find its own path of Socialism.., , In-cor

porating some of the measures of Western Capitalist 

62. Dalip s. Swamy, RevJ Article Marxism Today pp.3,4,5. -
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countrys cannot be regarded altogather wrong or out and 

out revisionism. We are living in a World where bourge

ouis• Systems also exist· .• As regard the bogey of bourgeouise 

liberatization or Capitalist Penetration when and· as the 

danger will crop up the communist Party must combat it 

politically and ideologically. China's success lies in 

pr~gmatism & adhering to Marxism leninism, Any d~iatlon 

might cause a threat to the very existence of the Chinese 

Communist regime • 

........ 
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C v_.CLu,.ji v.i: 

The concepts of socialism and democracy have been 

proved to be extre:::ely necessary in furthering the cause 

of the majority i.e. masses of the people. Socialism implies 

an equal share to ec-!Ch and every individual in society, 

and full auton~my to human beings for self-fulfilsent. 

Democracy 0nsures fuller ~articipation in the political 

&nd ~ocio-economic processes of society. It is C33ential 

thus that de~ocracy and socialism go ·toeether for each is 

incomplete witho~t the o:her. 

~talin's er~ 3nd the period of cultural revolution 

in the history of socialist societies, events which cene~ated 

co~troversies and debates. It is indisputabLe that these 

phases ~ed to miseries and hardshios on those societies. 

Thu~~h f~r ~eng pericd of time ttcsc periods were jus~ified 

by socialist as "being essenr.ial" since they thv.:arted 

imperialism and strenethened socialist systems. It is 

evident that these phases were act~slly breaks in the 

concept of sccialist de~ocracy. 

Currently the ~oviet ~a~0n and China arc relookinc 

. ' J:1to their past and once acc:in tryint; to gener2.te discussion-

deuate, and analysing past. problems vii th a vieu to change 

the pre::;ent. In this study 1.;e have attempted to understand 

this process and try to relate these developoents to the 

history of theDe uocieties. ~·Je have attec.,?ted to exaraine 
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the post revolutionary experiences of these societies and 

plf!.ce therr: i:l the context of the t;eneral probler.:s of 

socialiso as also in the building of socialism, in the 

specific historical context of these societies. ~e have 

briefly discu.·sed -::.he vieviS of the founders of socialism 

mainly V.I. Lenin and process of transition to socialism, 

as no 1.;ork on Joviet society c2.n be considered co:1plete 

without this exac'nation. ~e focussed on Lenin's views 

on the ques ion of lvorkers participation in the r.:<mageclent 

of economy and state. Aoong the later contributors, the 

views of Paul Jweezy auG Charles Battelheim were discussed 

in detail. While writers S·Jet'ZY & .dattleheim are 

well kno ... ., critics from the neH left point of vieH their 

avotved ly ::2..rxis t ne thodology makes them syrnpa thizers 

of the societies n~d cause. Their works are all the more 

important today, becc:-use ..:.ovi.et intellectual seem to 

oe cri ticisine the ~tr.lin and .Brezhnev periods from a 

similar point of view. 

Vie have discussed the post 1917 l1is torical developments 

in the .ioviet Union, and arranged our discussion about the 

fo llowine eras, Lenin, Stalin, Khru.:;chev c..nd l3rezhn.ev. 

';•le briefly also referred the debate about the nature of 

Joviet state by Tony Cliff, Charles Battleheim and Trotsky. 

This was meant to provide a historical and theoretical 

back£:,rround for analysing Gorbac hev 's reforms. 
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~jefore proeeeding on the nature of Gorbachev 's 

reforms in the 3oviet ~nion, we discussed in this chapter 

the post liberation experience of China., broadly sketching 

the countours of China's developments in I'.Iao's period. 

Besides discussing the inte~nal development of China 

the consequencesof great· 1eap forward and cultural 

revolution, we also discussed some aspects of the Sino

Joviet relationship. 

It was not possible for us to make •objective 

assessment of Cultural revolution as many thint;s are 

either unknown or cooplex" (p.37}. However, we could 

conclude that the oost imr>ortnnt feature was that inspite 

of rapid economic development and great achievements, 

China under Hao reuained underdev<?loped and a bacln·;ard 

country. Even today education, health and tranoport 

facilities are inadequate at"d scientific, technological, 

agricultural and ind-~strial development is still far 

from sat i ~fac tJry ( p. 40). It is in this background that 

China's recent modernization drive has to be seen and this 

18 subject matter of Chapter-III. 

In Chapter II \.,.e based ourselves on recent Soviet 

ivritings, specially 1-likhail Go_·bachev as well as v/estern 

commentary on these developments, we tried to understand 

the nature, content and scope of these changes. T,'ie have 

tried to find out "what is Perestroika and Glasnost? ~hy 
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do the Joviet People and socialist all over the world 

need it? -lihat is its Sllbstanc e and its ob jec "vi ve? \vhat does 

it reject <."!.nd Hha t does 1 t create? How it is proceeding 

and what might be its consequences for Soviet Union and the 

world co::mu.nity" (p.45}. 

After briefly recaptu2.lating biographical details 

of Hikhail G-orbachev and certain land mark development of 

this period. '1e dL.oCll5sed the '2ffects of Glasnost on various 

facets ot ~oviet life, for exaople, on the media, the attitude 

to"~o.·ards dissents, the functioning of the party, the necessity 

of reappraisal of historical experience of Soviet Union, 

the na~ionality ques~ion etc. 

'.le are collYinced that Glasnost is an essential pre-

requisite of badly needed reform in socialist society. 

Perestroika and Glasnost or the "Say as it is" movement has 

characterized the debate on the nature, content, pace etc. 

of restructuring. ':!hile discussing these debates vle have also 

referred to the vie~·lS of sooe oajor contributors to the de-

bates other than Gor:bachev. rhe recent 19th party conference 

has _e;iven a sit;nific2..!lt boost to the process of Perestroika 

which vms launched three year:s back. The most sit,nificance 

of :.hese changes, is a clear distinction betlveen leadership 

and apparat. 

Besides the political reforms wbich d~minated recent 
-

party conference, the most significant dimension has been the 

Perestroika of the economy. The most severe economic problem 
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t 1-:a t Gorbachev has focused on was the falling groHth rate, 

slow pace of technic~l innovation and raopant incffiency. 

1'he step Lmdertn.ken in this sphere have been discussed under 

v::l.I' i ou.s sub-sections for example, r:orkers manaeeoen t, i8s ue 

of price, 3tate subsidies, agrarian sector. The 19th Party 

conference ;rhich has end or sed these fund amen tal changes in 

the poli ticr.l and economic sphere has clearly shoNn that 

Gorbache~ ap?eall for ch~nge since the 27th CPJU congress 

are beint; transfQrf:led into reality. Gorbachev c:.nd his 

supoorters are committed enoue;h to do i tl';hough sooe of the 

Soviet concessions in ~he field on disarmament were criticised 

by 'h:;.:.rd liners' .::.nd even soviet military, forces of peace 

all over the HOrld hf1.VP \·:elconed these nee es3::.ry a..r1d practical 

steps taken by Gorbachev. In this process imperialism 

too has been exposed. The ;:>oviet effort to combine disarna-

ment with d~velopment has t~cen coccrete shape. 

Lastly, we have also discussed literature and 

the nature of political commentaries which he.s undergone 

tremendous change due to removrtl of censorship. :ie also 

discu:..;sed the problems and opposition to chunge including 

the politic.::.l rightists t-~hich Gorb::whev is facing and effect-

iv~ly debating with. 

~~ o ace oun t of the recent developments in the Soviet 

Union, can be co~plete wi~hout discussing the bold initiative 

in the sphere of foreign policy. Here we feel Gorb~chev 

has ushered in an era of optir::ism and hope, ret.;arding disarma-

~ent and world pe: Q 
~, the long discourses on pence by Joviet 
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leaders has been co:1cretized throJ.t.,h negotiation su ... mits 

i·li th t:--.e .~est and realist a;1 pro.:tch. 

In Chapter III we discussed modernizati~n initiated 

by the post Hao leader8hip of China. The need of modernizatio~ 
as hichlighted by Chinese leadership and its repercussion. 

·:e also discussed th8t wany western intell'=ctuals have 

criticised the present Chin-t~se path .of develop1:1ent, and 

hOi'i the socio-political & econouic scenario of China has 

consideraaly changed after adoptir.5 an oryen door policy 

aad ooderniz~tion drive. 

uur study believes that 'Prag~atism' has become a 

watch HOrld in (;hina, and thi.s i:. seen as an alternative 

strateL:Y to overcooe tr.e relC?.tively back\vard economy of 

China. In this neH ;.;ork culture, the eophasis is upon 

prodJ.ction without delving into :he issue of production 

relations. ~his is point that critics of Chinese affaris 

equate with China's new cuurse of development with that 

of c~:pi tal ism. In tl1 is reG[~rd, He have referred the views 

of Charles .Battleheim. However, 1'le ivould feel that though 

China badly needed reforms, how far it is travelling a-..·my 

from .t:arxis"t tenets, could only revealed by time. As these 

socialist systems still maintain their s~cialist ideology 

and infrastructure. In the a~rarian sectorthe commune 

sy:::tern in Chino is beinc restructured and replaced by the 

household responsibility system. ~e h2ve alcJ focused on 
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the political reforos initiated since Hao•s death. "The 

Chinese have tried to revaop their political system since 

1977, like related efforts in economies, these political 

chontes are a renctio!'l ~o the enormous proble:::l3 that Hao 

bequethed on hi3 success~r when he died in 1976" (p.121). 

vepara:inc the party fro~ ne GOVt., democr~tising leadership, 

L'1duCting profe. "i::-nal experts in the leading pof'ition 

of 60vt. rutd p~rty has been discuJsed in this section. 

In other HOrds, the process c·f de-Jolfioization and the les:3en-

inc importance of the co~munist party i3 visible. The meaning 

~1d the content of sooe sloGans as 'Catching up with the ~est' 

1 UVertaking advance' and pL·iL ary s tat;e of socialism provides 

a. cert2.in philosophical understandint_; of c:1ange and reforms 
has 

undercoine in China. \·/hie hLechoes of the chane;es atter:1p ted 

at the Khruschev period, China has generated a lot of discu-

ssion and debate whether China will go capitalist? Jettes-

oning ~:arxism, Ycni.niso and Eaoism. !;.he views of several 

schools of thought ~n ;.his if.sue were discu!":sed and \:e fr::el 

that China is grapplint; with specific problei!ls inherent 

in its oystem and is trying to find its own path of socialism, 

incoperating some of the measures of :.'estern capitalist 

countries along l;ith its socialist infrstruct.ure. HoHever, 

China's success lies in pragmatism and adherine to Harxism

Len in ism" ( p-1 36). ',Ve are convinced that the ongoing reforms 
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in the ~o~iet Union and China oark the end of orthodox 

Marxism and are rejecting what ever is outdate1. These 

rnforms should be thus welc~oed by those who asp~e 

to a more united and stronger socialist movement. 
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